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Abstract
For every r ∈N≥2∪ {∞}, we prove the C r -closing lemma for general and conservative partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphisms with one-dimensional center bundle.
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1 Introduction
Let M be a d-dimensional C∞ closed Riemannian manifold. For every r ∈ N∪ {∞}, let Diffr (M) de-
note the set consisting of all C r -diffeomorphisms on M , endowed with the C r -topology. Let m be the
Lebesgue measure on M , and Diffrm(M) be the set of all C
r -diffeomorphisms on M that preserves m,
endowed with the C r -topology.
For every f ∈Diffr (M), a point p ∈ M is a periodic point of f if there exists an integer k > 0, such
that f k (p)= p. We denote by Per( f ) the set of all periodic points of f . It is obvious that periodic points
have the simplest orbits. So finding periodic points is the most fundamental problem in the study of
dynamical systems. Unfortunately, there are dynamical systems that do not admit any periodic points.
For instance, the irrational rotations on the circle.
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On the other hand, the non-wandering point of a diffeomorphism on a closed manifold always
exists. A point x ∈ M is called a non-wandering point of f , if there exist a sequence of points yn
converge to x and kn > 0, such that f kn (yn) converge to x. Denote Ω( f ) the non-wandering set of f ,
which consists of all non-wandering points of f . Notice that if f ∈ Diffrm(M), then every x ∈ M is a
non-wandering point of f by the Poincaré Recurrence Theorem.
For finding periodic points, it is natural to ask whether we can perturb the system to make a non-
wandering point to be periodic. This idea originated from H. Poincaré’s famous paper “Les méthodes
nouvelles de la mécanique céleste” [27]. In this milestone work, he wrote
“ Voici un fait que je n’ai pu démontrer rigoureusement, mais qui me parait pourtant tre`s vraisem-
blable. Étant données des équations . . . et une solution particulie`re quelconque de ces équations, on
peut toujours trouver une solution périodique (dont la période peut, il est vrai, eˆtre tre`s longue), telle
que la différence entre les deux solutions soit aussi petite qu’on le veut, pendant un temps aussi long
qu’on le veut. ”
We can state this idea in the language of modern dynamical systems.
Definition 1.1. For every f ∈Diffr (M) (or Diffrm(M)) and a point x ∈M , we say x is C r -closable for f ,
if there exists g ∈ Diffr (M) (or Diffrm(M)), which is arbitrarily C r -close to f , such that x is a periodic
point of g .
The following open problem was asked by R. Thom, and considered as one of the mathematical
problems in this century by S. Smale [33].
Problem 1 (C r -Closing Lemma). Let r ∈ N∪ {∞} and f ∈ Diffr (M). Is every non-wandering point
C r -closable for f ?
For r = 1, the C 1-closing lemma was proved by C. Pugh [29]. This celebrating work inspired a
series of perturbation theorems for dynamics in the C 1-topology. Latterly, C. Pugh and C. Robinson
[31] proved the C 1-closing lemma for conservative and Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms. R. Mañé [26]
proved the C 1-ergodic closing lemma, which provided more information about the closing periodic
orbits. In the 1990s, an improved version of C 1-closing lemma was proved by S. Hayashi [18], which
was called the C 1-connecting lemma right now. See also the work of L. Wen and Z. Xia [34]. The
ergodic closing lemma and connecting lemma played crucial roles for proving the famous C 1-stability
conjecture. In 2004, C. Bonatti and S. Crovisier [6] proved the C 1-chain connecting lemma, which
is the strongest perturbation lemma in the C 1-topology. In particular, their works [6] and [12] show
that every chain recurrent point is C 1-closable for generic diffeomorphisms. See [12] for a series of
applications in C 1-generic dynamics.
For r > 1, the problem turns out to be very delicate and difficult. The C r -closing lemma for interval
endomorphisms was proved by L. S. Young [35]. However, C. Gutierrez [15] built an example which
showed that Pugh’s local perturbation method for proving C 1-closing lemma cannot be made to work
in the C 2 case. M. Herman [19, 20] constructed an example of Hamiltonian vector field for which C r -
closing lemma is false for sufficiently large r . Both counter-examples imply that we need some global
perturbation techniques for proving C r -closing lemma when r > 1. Recently, M. Asaoka and K. Irie
[3] proved C∞-closing lemma for Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of closed surfaces. We refer surveys
[2, 30] for more history and explanations of various closing lemmas.
If f ∈Diffr (M) exhibits hyperbolicity, i.e. there exists a D f -invariant splitting T M = E s ⊕E u , such
that D f uniformly contracts vectors in E s and expands vectors in E u , then Anosov shadowing lemma
[1] shows that every non-wandering point is the limit of a sequence of periodic points for f .
We call f ∈Diffr (M) is partially hyperbolic, if there exist a continuous D f -invariant splitting T M =
E s ⊕E c ⊕E u , and an integer k ∈N, such that for every x ∈M ,
‖D f k |E sx‖ <min
{
1,m(D f k |E cx )
}
≤max
{
1,‖D f k |E cx‖
}
<m(D f k |E ux ).
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Here ‖ · ‖ is the norm of the linear operator, and m(·) is the conorm: m(A)= inf{‖A ·u‖ : ‖u‖ = 1}. The
bundle E c is called the center bundle of f . Let PHr (M) and PHrm(M) be sets of all C
r general and
conservative partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms on M , respectively. Both PHr (M) ⊂ Diffr (M) and
PHrm(M) ⊂Diffrm(M) are an open sets in the C r -topology. It is clear that the set of all f ∈ PHr (M) (or
PHrm(M)) with dimE
c = 1 is an open set in Diffr (M) (or Diffrm(M)).
In the 1990’s, C. Pugh and M. Shub proposed the famous Stable Ergodicity Conjecture, which states
that ergodic diffeomorphisms are C r -open dense in PHrm(M). After that, the partially hyperbolic sys-
tem has become one of the main topics of research in dynamical systems. People have achieved a lot
of positive answers in this conjecture, see [21, 23, 11, 4]. Moreover, a lot of progresses [28, 16, 17, 5]
have been made on the classification of 3-dimensional partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. Mean-
while, more exciting examples [24, 14, 9, 8, 7] have appeared, including the non-dynamically coherent
partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms on 3-manifolds [24, 7]. All these works make the partially hy-
perbolic systems being an active and fruitful object in the study of dynamical systems.
In this paper, for every r ∈ N≥2∪ {∞}, we prove that the C r -closing lemma holds for partially hy-
perbolic diffeomorphisms with one-dimensional center bundle. In particular, all our results hold for
partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms on 3-manifolds.
Theorem A. Let r ∈ N≥2 ∪ {∞} and f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. Every non-
wandering point is C r -closable for f .
Since the set of all f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle is an open set in Diffr (M),
from the classical genericity argument, Theorem A implies that for every r ∈ N≥2 ∪ {∞}, C r -generic
f ∈ PHr (M) satisfiesΩ( f )= Per( f ), if the center bundle of f is one-dimensional.
For the conservative partially hyperbolic systems with one-dimensional center bundle, we also
proved the C r -closing lemma. Due to the Poincaré Recurrence Theorem, every point in the compact
manifold is non-wandering for conservative diffeomorphisms.
Theorem B. Let r ∈ N≥2∪ {∞} and f ∈ PHrm(M) with one-dimensional center bundle. Every point is
C r -closable for f .
In this paper, we prove the following theorem, which is equivalent to Theorem B by applying the
classical genericity argument.
Theorem B’. For every r ∈N≥2∪ {∞}, C r -generic f ∈ PHrm(M) with one-dimensional center bundle has
dense periodic points.
Theorem A and Theorem B’ are proved in Section 2.2. The study of C r -perturbation lemmas and
C r -generic properties for general dynamical systems is extremely difficult for r > 1. Very few results
have been achieved in this field. However, PHr (M) and PHrm(M) are C
r -open sets in Diffr (M) and
Diffrm(M) respectively. It is natural to study C
r -perturbation lemmas and C r -generic properties in
PHr (M) and PHrm(M), which may inspire the study of general dynamics in C
r -topology. There are a
lot of further questions for partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms in C r -topology where r ∈N≥2∪ {∞}.
We list some of them below. We hope our work opening a gate for further studies.
Problem 2. Let r ∈N≥2∪ {∞} and f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. Whether the fol-
lowing properties hold for f ?
• The C r -ergodic closing lemma, C r -connecting lemma, and C r -chain connecting lemma.
• The C r -structural stability conjecture: f is C r -structurally stable if and only if it is Axiom-A.
• For conservative case, are non-uniformly hyperbolic ones C r -dense?
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2 Preliminaries and proof of main theorems
In this section, we first give some preliminaries of the partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. Then we
prove Theorem A and Theorem B based on Theorem 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
2.1 Preliminaries
In the whole paper, we assume r ∈N≥2∪ {∞}. Let f ∈ PHr (M), and T M = E s ⊕E c ⊕E u be the partially
hyperbolic splitting of f . We also assume dimE c = 1 through the whole paper. Denote s = dimE s ,
u = dimE u , and d = dimM = s+u+1. For every x ∈M and v ∈ Tx M , we denote
v = v s + vc + vu ∈ Tx M = E sx ⊕E cx ⊕E ux
the decomposition associated to the splitting. For i = s,c,u, we denote piix : Tx M → E ix the projection
piix (v)= v i . The following lemma defines the well-known adapted metric on M with respect to f . We
refer [25] for its proof.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a C∞ adapted Riemannian metric on M, such that for every x ∈M,
1. ‖D f |E sx‖ <min
{
1,‖D f |E cx‖
}≤max{1,‖D f |E cx‖}<m(D f |E ux );
2. The angles of the splitting Tx M = E sx ⊕E cx ⊕E ux satisfy
min
v s∈E sx ,‖v s‖=1
dTx M (v
s ,E cx ⊕E ux )> 1−10−3, min
vc∈E cx ,‖vc‖=1
dTx M (v
c ,E sx ⊕E ux )> 1−10−3,
min
vu∈E ux ,‖vu‖=1
dTx M (v
u ,E sx ⊕E cx )> 1−10−3.
3. For every i = s,c,u, the projection piix : Tx M → E ix satisfies ‖piix‖ ≤ 2, i.e. ‖piix (v)‖ ≤ 2‖v‖ for every
v ∈ Tx M.
Here ‖·‖ is the norm of a vector in Tx M and dTx M (·, ·) is the distance induced by the Riemannian metric
on Tx M. The invariant bundles are made almost mutually orthogonal in the adapted metric.
We fix an adapted metric satisfying all properties in Lemma 2.1 through all this paper. Denote
d(·, ·) the distance induced by this metric. For every δ > 0, every x ∈ M and every subset K ⊂ M , we
denote
B(x,δ)= {y ∈M : d(x, y)≤ δ} and B(K ,δ)= {y ∈M : d(K , y)≤ δ} .
For every i = s,c,u, we denote E ix (δ)=
{
v ∈ E ix : ‖v‖ ≤ δ
}
and
Tx M(δ)= E sx (δ)⊕E cx (δ)⊕E ux (δ)=
{
v ∈ Tx M : ‖v s‖ ≤ δ, ‖v s‖ ≤ δ, ‖vu‖ ≤ δ
}
.
Then for δ small enough, the exponential map expx : Tx M(δ) → M is an imbedding for every x ∈ M .
Moreover, it satisfies B(x,δ/2)⊂ expx (Tx M(δ)).
The classical stable manifold theorem [25] shows that there are two families of f -invariant folia-
tionsF s andFu tangent to E s and E u respectively. For every x ∈M , we denoteF s/ux the leaf contain-
ing x and dF s/u (·, ·) the distance induced by the inherited Riemannian metric on the leaf ofF s/u . Each
leaf ofF s/ux is contained in the stable/unstable manifold of x, which is a C
r -immersed submanifold.
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Definition 2.2. For every δ small enough, letF sx (δ) be the connected component of expx (Tx M(δ))∩
F sx which contains x; andF
u
x (δ) be the connected component of expx (Tx M(δ))∩Fux which contains
x. They are the local strong stable and strong unstable manifolds of x, which are both C r imbedded
submanifolds.
We fix a constant 0<λ< 1 satisfying
max
x∈M
{‖D f |E sx‖,m(D f |E ux )−1}<λ< 1. (2.1)
Notice that the contracting rate of f in E s is strictly smaller than λ, and the expanding rate of f in E u
is strictly larger than λ−1. The following lemma is a corollary of the stable manifold theorem, see [25].
Lemma 2.3. There exists δ(0) = δ(0)(M , f ,λ)> 0, such that for every x ∈ M, the exponential map expx :
Tx M(δ(0))→M is a diffeomorphism, and there exist two C r -smooth functions
ϕsx : E
s
x (δ
(0))→ E cx (δ(0))⊕E ux (δ(0)) and ϕux : E ux (δ(0))→ E sx (δ(0))⊕E cx (δ(0)),
such that
F sx (δ
(0))= expx
(
Graph(ϕsx )
)= expx ({v s +ϕsx (v s) : v s ∈ E sx (δ(0))}) ;
Fux (δ
(0))= expx
(
Graph(ϕux )
)= expx ({vu +ϕux (vu) : vu ∈ E ux (δ(0))}) .
Moreover, they satisfy the following properties:
1. For every 0< δ≤ δ(0), we have
• E sx (δ) is diffeomorphic toF
s
x (δ) by the map expx ◦
(
Id+ϕsx
)
: E sx (δ)−→F sx (δ);
• E ux (δ) is diffeomorphic toF
u
x (δ) by the map expx ◦
(
Id+ϕux
)
: E ux (δ)−→Fux (δ).
2. These two functions satisfy ϕsx (0
s
x )= 0cux , ϕux (0ux )= 0csx ,
∂ϕsx
∂s
(0sx )= 0, ‖∂ϕsx /∂s‖ < 10−3; and
∂ϕux
∂u
(0ux )= 0, ‖∂ϕux /∂u‖ < 10−3.
3. For every ε> 0, there exists 0< δε < δ(0), such that for every x ∈M, we have∥∥∥∥∂ϕsx∂s (v s)
∥∥∥∥< ε, ∀v s ∈ E sx (δε); and ∥∥∥∥∂ϕux∂u (vu)
∥∥∥∥< ε, ∀vu ∈ E ux (δε).
4. For every 0< δ≤ δ(0) and n ≥ 0, we have
f n
(
F sx (δ)
) ⊆ F sf n (x)(λnδ) ⊆ {y ∈F sf n (x) : dF s ( f n(x), y)≤ 2λnδ} ;
f −n
(
Fux (δ)
) ⊆ Fuf −n (x)(λnδ) ⊆ {y ∈Fuf −n (x) : dFu ( f −n(x), y)≤ 2λnδ} .
5. For every 0< η< 1, there exists δη > 0, such that for every 0< δ≤ δη, we have
F sx
(
(1+η)−1δ) ⊆ {y ∈F sx : dF s (x, y)≤ δ} ⊆ F sx ((1+η)δ) ;
Fux
(
(1+η)−1δ) ⊆ {y ∈Fux : dFu (x, y)≤ δ} ⊆ Fux ((1+η)δ) .
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Definition 2.4. Let γ : [a,b]→ M be a C 1 immersion. We say γ is a center curve if 0 6= γ′(t ) ∈ E c (γ(t ))
for every t ∈ [a,b], i.e. γ is tangent to E c everywhere. Notice here the image of γ may have self-
intersections.
We call γ is a local center curve if it is a center curve and its image γ([a,b]) has no self-intersection.
For the simple of notion, we also denote
γ= γ([a,b])⊂M
the image a local center curve of γ : [a,b]→M on M , and |γ| the length of γ.
Lemma 2.5 ([10], Proposition 3.4). Let f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. There exists
0< δ′ ≤ δ(0), such that for every 0< δ≤ δ′, and any local center curve γc : [a,b]→M with |γc | ≤ 2δ′, the
set
F ciγc (δ)=
⋃
x∈γc
F ix (δ), i = s,u,
is a C 1 imbedded submanifold tangent to the bundle E ci = E c ⊕E i everywhere for i = s,u.
From Lemma 2.5 and the local product structure, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. There exist two constants δ′′ ∈ (0,δ′]
and C ′ > 1, such that for every x, y ∈ M with d(x, y) = δ ≤ δ′′/C ′, and every C 1 local center curve γc
which centered at x with radius δ′′, the following properties hold.
1. There exists a unique point
z =Fuy (δ′′)tF csγc (δ′′)=Fuy (δ′′)t
( ⋃
w∈γc
F sw (δ
′′)
)
.
2. If we denote w ∈ γc the point where z ∈F sw (δ′′), then
dγc (x, w)<C ′ ·δ, dF s (z, w)<C ′ ·δ, and dFu (z,y)<C′ ·δ.
3. In particular, if z =w ∈ γc ∩Fuy (δ′′), then
dγc (x, z)<C ′ ·δ, and dF s/u (z,y)<C′ ·δ.
The same conclusion holds if one exchanges s and u.
The following lemma is a corollary of the Hölder continuity of stable and unstable foliations, see
[32, Theorem A].
Lemma 2.7. Let r ∈N≥2∪ {∞} and f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. There exist con-
stants δ′′′ ∈ (0,δ′′], C ′′ > 1, and 0<α< 1, such that for every x ∈M and y ∈Fux (δ′′′), let Σ0 and Σ1 be two
C 1-surfaces tangent to E s ⊕E c everywhere, and x ∈Σ0, y ∈Σ1. Then the holonomy map of the unstable
foliationFu is well defined in a neighborhood of x in Σ0. Denoted the holonomy map by hu :Σ0 →Σ1,
it is (C ′′,α)-Hölder continuous: for every z ∈Σ0 where hu(z) ∈Σ1 is well-defined, they satisfy
dΣ1 (y,h
u(z))≤C ′′ ·dΣ0 (x, z)α.
The same conclusion holds for y ∈F sx (δ′′), and Σ0, Σ1 are surfaces tangent to E c ⊕E u .
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Corollary 2.8. Let r ∈ N≥2∪ {∞} and f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. Let C ′ be the
constant in Lemma 2.6 and δ′′′,C ′′,α be constants in Lemma 2.7. For every local center curve γc0 with
endpoints x0 and y0, if its length |γc0| ≤ δ′′′, then for every x1 ∈Fux0 (δ′′′) and y1 ∈Fuy0 (δ′′′), if there exists
another local center curve γc1 with endpoints x1 and y1, then we have
|γc1| ≤C ′′′ · |γc0|α,
where the constant C ′′′ =C ′ ·C ′′. The same inequality holds for x1 ∈F sx0 (δ′′′) and y1 ∈F sy0 (δ′′′).
Proof. Denote Σi = ∪x∈γciF sx (δ′′′), for i = 0,1. Then from Lemma 2.5, Σ0 and Σ1 are both tangent to
E s ⊕E c everywhere. Then we consider the holonomy map hu : Σ0 → Σ1 induced by Fu , and from
Lemma 2.7, dΣ0 (x0, y0)≤ |γc0| ≤ δ′′′, we have
dΣ1 (x1, y1)≤C ′′ ·dΣ0 (x0, y0)α ≤C ′′ · |γc0|α.
Moreover, from Lemma 2.6, we have
|γc1| ≤C ′ ·d(x1, y1)≤C ′ ·dΣ1 (x1, y1).
This shows that |γc1| ≤C ′ ·C ′′ · |γc0|α.
Lemma 2.9. Let λ ∈ (0,1) be the constant defined in (2.1). There exist two constant ρ ∈ (0,pλ−λ) and
δ′′′′ ∈ (0,δ(0)), such that for every δ ∈ (0,δ′′′′), let Dcu ⊂M be a (u+1)-dimensional closed imbedded disk
tangent to E c ⊕E u everywhere, and let dDcu (·, ·) be the distance induced by the inherited Riemannian
metric on Dcu , if x ∈Dcu satisfies
B cu(x,δ)= {y ∈Dcu : dDcu (x, y)≤ δ}⊆ Int(Dcu),
then we have
B
(
F sx (λδ),ρδ
)⊂B sp
λδ
(
B cu(x,δ)
)= ⋃
y∈B cu (x,δ)
F sy (
p
λδ)
The same conclusion holds if we consider Dcs tangent to E s ⊕E c andFux (λδ).
Proof. Since for every x ∈ M , the exponential map expx : Tx M(δ(0)) → M is a local diffeomorphism,
there exists a constant C ′′′′ > 1, such that for every x ∈M and every v1, v2 ∈ Tx M(δ(0)/2), they satisfies
1
C ′′′′
‖v1− v2‖ < d
(
expx (v1),expx (v2)
)<C ′′′′‖v1− v2‖.
Let η ∈ (0,10−3) be a constant satisfying (1+η)2(λ+2η)<pλ and the constant
ρ = η
2C ′′′′
.
There exists a constant 0< δη < δ′/100 satisfying the following properties:
1. For every y ∈M and 0< δ≤ 10δη, we have
F sx
(
(1+η)−1δ) ⊆ {y ∈F sx : dF s (x, y)≤ δ} ⊆ F sx ((1+η)δ) .
2. For every imbedded disk Dcu which satisfying B cu(x,10δη) ⊆ Int(Dcu), there exists a C 1-map
ψcux : E
c
x (2δη)⊕E ux (2δη)→ E sx (2δη) satisfying
expx
(
Graph(ψcux )
)=B cu(x,10δη)∩Tx M(2δη), ψcux (0cux )= 0sx , and ‖∂ψcux /∂cu‖ < η.
Moreover, for every vcu1 , v
cu
2 ∈ E cx (2δη)⊕E ux (2δη), if we denote yi = expx
(
vcui +ψcux (vcui )
)
for i =
1,2, then
(1+η)−1‖vcu1 − vcu2 ‖ < dDcu (y1, y2)< (1+η)‖vcu1 − vcu2 ‖.
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3. For every z ∈ expx
(
Tx M(2δη)
)
, there exists a C r -map ϕsx,y : E
s
x (2δη)→ E cx (4δη)⊕E ux (4δη) satisfy-
ing
expx
(
Graph(ϕsx,y )
)
= F sy (10δη) ∩
(
E sx (2δη)⊕E cx (4δη)⊕E ux (4δη)
)
.
Moreover, it satisfies ‖∂ϕsx,y /∂s‖ < η, and for every u1,u2 ∈Graph(ϕsx,y ), if we denote zi = expx (ui )
and usi =pisx (ui ) ∈ E sx (2δη) for i = 1,2, then
(1+η)−1‖us1−us2‖ < dF s (z1, z2)< (1+η)‖us1−us2‖.
All these properties are deduced from the C 1-continuity of Dcu , and the local stable manifolds vary
continuously in C r -topology with respect to the base point.
For every 0< δ≤ δη, the local stable manifoldF sx (λδ) satisfies
exp−1x
(
F sx (λδ)
) ⊆ E sx (λδ)⊕E cx (ηδ)⊕E ux (ηδ) ⊆ E sx ((λ+η)δ)⊕E cx (2ηδ)⊕E ux (2ηδ).
This implies E sx ((λ+η)δ)⊕E cx (2ηδ)⊕E ux (2ηδ) contains a (ηδ/2)-neighborhood of exp−1x
(
F sx (λδ)
)
in
Tx M .
For every v ∈ E sx ((λ+η)δ)⊕E cx (2ηδ)⊕E ux (2ηδ), if we denote y = expx (v), since the mapϕsx,y satisfies
‖∂ϕsx,y /∂s‖ < η, its image of E sx ((λ+η)δ) satisfies
ϕsx,y
(
E sx ((λ+η)δ)
) ⊆ E cx (4ηδ)⊕E ux (4ηδ).
So there exists a unique point u =Graph(ϕsx,y )∩Graph(ψcux ), i.e.
z = expx (u)=F sy (10δη)∩B cu(x,10δη).
Moreover, for us =pisx (u) and ucu =picx (u)+piux (u), we have
‖ucu‖ ≤ 8ηδ, and ‖us‖ ≤ 8η2δ.
From the second property of δη, we have
dDcu (x, z)≤ (1+η) ·8ηδ< δ, i .e. z ∈B cu(x,δ).
From the third property of δη, we have
dF s (y, z)≤ (1+η)‖pisx (v)−us‖ ≤ (1+η)
[
(λ+η)δ+8η2δ]< (1+η)(λ+2η)δ.
Since we have assumed (1+η)2(λ+2η)<pλ, the first property of δη implies y ∈F sz (
p
λδ). This implies
exp−1x
(
B sp
λδ
(B cu(x,δ))
)
contains (ηδ)/2-neighborhood of exp−1x
(
F sx (λδ)
)
in Tx M . So for ρ = η/2C ′′′′,
the set B sp
λδ
(B cu(x,δ)) contains a (ρδ)-neighborhood of F sx (λδ). So we take δ
′′′′ = δη which proves
the lemma.
Notation 2.10. From now on, we denote
δ0 =min
{
δ(0),δ′,δ′′,δ′′′,δ′′′′
}
and C0 =max
{
C ′,C ′′,C ′′′
}
.
Then Lemma 2.3, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.9, and Corollary 2.8 all hold for constants δ0 and C0. The constant λ is
defined in (2.1), and α is the constant in Lemma 2.7.
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2.2 Proof of main theorems
In this subsection, we prove Theorem A and Theorem B. Let r ∈N≥2∪ {∞} and f ∈ PHr (M) with one-
dimensional center bundle. Let δ0 be the constant in Notation 2.10. Since expx : Tx M(δ0) → M is a
local diffeomorphism for every x ∈M , the (δ0/2)-neighborhood B(x,δ0/2)⊂ expx (Tx M(δ0)) is diffeo-
morphic to a d-dimensional ball in Rd . So we can define the local orientation of E c around x as a fixed
orientation of E c |B(x,δ0/2). It is well defined since B(x,δ0/2) is simply connected.
If the point x ∈Ω( f ), then there exist yn → x and f kn (yn)→ x with kn > 0. Firstly, we consider the
case that x admits a neighborhood such that every orbit return of this neighborhood preserves the
local orientation of E c . Let X r (M) be the set of all C r vector fields on M . For every X ∈X r (M) and
every τ ∈R, we denote ‖X ‖ =maxz∈M ‖X (z)‖ and Xτ the time-τ map of X .
Theorem 2.1. Let r ∈ N≥2∪ {∞} and f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. For every x ∈
Ω( f ), if there exists a neighborhood U of x with E c |U is orientable, such that for every y ∈U and f k (y) ∈
U with k > 0, D f k (y) preserves the orientation of E c |U , then there exist a vector field X ∈X∞(M) whose
support is contained in U , a sequence of real numbers {τn}⊂R, and a sequence of points {pn}⊂M, such
that
• the sequence τn converges 0 and pn converge to x as n tends to infinity;
• every pn is a periodic point of fn = Xτn ◦ f .
Remark 2.11. Since the support of X is contained in U , fn = Xτn ◦ f is a local perturbation of f . We will
see that X must be very close to the center bundle E c . So this perturbation could not be conservative.
If x ∈ Ω( f ) admits orbit returns that reverse the local orientation of x, then the periodic points
exist automatically.
Theorem 2.2. Let r ∈N≥2∪ {∞} and f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. Given x ∈Ω( f ),
if there exist a sequence of points yn ∈M converging to x and f kn (yn) ∈M converging to x with kn > 0,
such that D f kn (yn) reverses the local orientation of the center bundle E c around x, then there exists a
sequence of periodic points pn ∈ Per( f ) converging to x.
Remark 2.12. Notice here we do not make any perturbations. The proof of this theorem relies on
calculating the topological degrees of local return maps.
Now we can prove Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem A. Let r ∈ N≥2 ∪ {∞} and f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. For
every x ∈Ω( f ) \ Per( f ), there are two possibilities:
• Either there exist yn → x, kn →+∞, and f kn (yn)→ x as n →∞, such that D f kn (yn) reverses the
local orientation of the center bundle E c around x;
• Or there exists a small neighborhood U of x with E c |U is orientable, such that for every y ∈U , if
f k (y) ∈U with k > 0, then D f k (y) preserves the orientation of E c |U .
In the first case, Theorem 2.2 implies there exist pn ∈ Per( f ) such that pn → x. In the second
case, we can apply Theorem 2.1, which shows there exist pn → x and fn → f in C r -topology, such
that pn ∈ Per( fn). Composing with a local conjugation which maps x to pn , it proves that x is C r -
closable.
Now we begin to prove the C r -closing lemma for conservative diffeomorphisms. Let f ∈ PHrm(M)
with one-dimensional center bundle. It satisfies one of the following conditions:
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1. either the center bundle E c is orientable, and D f preserves the orientation of E c ;
2. or the center bundle E c is orientable, and D f reverses the orientation of E c ;
3. or the center bundle E c non-orientable.
Each case in this classification is a C r -open set in Diffrm(M), and they are mutually disjoint. We will
prove the C r -closing lemma case by case following this classification.
Recall that for f ∈ PHr (M) and x ∈M , the accessible class AC (x) of x consists of all points that can
be reached from x along a piecewise smooth curve such that each smooth piece is tangent to either
E s or E u at every point. We say f is accessible, if it has only one accessible class which is equal to M .
It was proved by Dider [13] that accessibility is a C 1-open property for partially hyperbolic dif-
feomorphism with one-dimensional center bundle. Then Hertz-Hertz-Ures [23] proved that acces-
sibility is a C r -dense property for C r conservative partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms with one-
dimensional center bundle.
The following lemma was essentially proved in [23].
Lemma 2.13. Let f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. Then
• either f has an open accessible class;
• or the stable and unstable bundles of f are jointly integrable and f is not accessible.
Proof. Since dimE c = 1, Proposition A.4 of [23] shows that for every x ∈M , its accessible class AC (x) is
open is equivalent to AC (x)∩γc (x) has non-empty interior, where γc (x) is any local center curve cen-
tered at x. From the classical 4-legs argument, if AC (x) is not open, then locally AC (x) only intersects
γc (x) at x, which implies E s ⊕E u is locally integrable at x. So f has no open accessible class implies
E s ⊕E u is integrable everywhere and f is not accessible.
Lemma 2.14. Let r ∈N≥2∪ {∞} and f ∈ PHrm(M) with one-dimensional center bundle, which satisfies
one of the following:
• the center bundle E c is orientable, and D f reverses the orientation of E c ;
• or the center bundle E c is non-orientable.
If f is accessible, then for every x ∈M, there exists a sequence of points yn ∈M and integers kn > 0, such
that
• yn → x, and f kn (yn)→ x as n →∞;
• for every n, D f kn (yn) reverses the local orientation of E c around x.
Proof. Case I. E c is orientable, and D f reverses the orientation of E c .
In this case, we can assume the local orientation of E c around x coincides with the orientation of
E c . Since f is accessible, it is Kolmogorov with respect to Lebesgue measure([11, 23]), thus is topolog-
ically mixing. Then for every x ∈M and any n ∈N, there exists ln > 0, such that
f −k (B(x,1/n))∩B(x,1/n) 6= ;, ∀k > ln .
We take an odd number kn > ln , and yn ∈ f −kn (B(x,1/n))∩B(x,1/n). Then f kn (yn) ∈ B(x,1/n), and
D f kn reverses the orientation of E c . Let n tend to infinity, this proves the first case.
Case II. E c is non-orientable.
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There exists a connected double covering M˜ of M , such that the lifting bundle E˜ c is orientable.
Denote pi : M˜ → M the covering map. If we equip M˜ with the lifting Riemannian metric, then pi is a
local isometry.
Let T : M˜ → M˜ be the nontrivial Deck transformation associated to this double covering. We have
T 2 = id, pi ◦T = pi, and T is an isometry on M˜ . In particular, since M˜ is the double covering which
makes lifting bundle E˜ c is orientable, and T is the corresponding Deck transformation, DT preserves
E˜ c and reverses its orientation.
The diffeomorphism f has two lifting diffeomorphisms f+, f− : M˜ → M˜ satisfying
f+ = f− ◦T = T ◦ f−.
Since the covering map pi : M˜ → M is a local isometry, f+ and f− are also partially hyperbolic diffeo-
morphisms on M˜ and preserves the Lebesgue measure of M˜ . Moreover, since they are commuting
with T which is a 2-periodic isometry, f+ and f− have the same invariant bundles, which are lifting of
the invariant bundle of f . So they also have the same stable and unstable foliations. We denote F˜ s
and F˜u the stable and unstable foliations of them respectively.
Since E˜ c is the invariant center bundle of f+ and f−, and f+ = f− ◦T = T ◦ f−, where T reverses
the orientation of E˜ c . We can assume that f+ preserves the orientation of E˜ c and f− reverses the
orientation of E˜ c .
Claim 2.15. f− : M˜ → M˜ is accessible, thus topologically mixing.
Proof of the claim. Lemma 2.13 implies that either f− has an open accessible class, or the union of
stable and unstable bundles of f− is integrable to a foliation. The second case is impossible, since
pi maps the stable and unstable foliations of f− into the stable and unstable foliations of f , and this
contradicts to f is accessible.
Now assume f− is not accessible. Lemma 2.13 shows that there exists x˜ ∈ M˜ , such that its accessi-
ble class AC (x˜, f−) is open and AC (x˜, f−) 6= M˜ . Since the Deck transformation T preserves the stable
and unstable foliations of f−, we have
AC (T (x˜), f−)= T (AC (x˜, f−)) 6= M˜ ,
which is also open.
Since pi maps the stable and unstable foliations of f− into the stable and unstable foliations of f ,
for x =pi(x˜), we have
M = AC (x, f )=pi(AC (x˜, f−))=pi(AC (T (x˜), f−)).
We must have AC (x˜, f−)∩ AC (T (x˜), f−) 6= ;. Otherwise, we have
M˜ =pi−1(M)= AC (x˜, f−)∪ AC (T (x˜), f−)
is the disjoint union of two open sets. This contradicts that M˜ is connected.
However, AC (x˜, f−)∩ AC (T (x˜), f−) 6= ; implies
AC (x˜, f−)= AC (T (x˜), f−).
If there exists some y˜ ∈ M˜ \ AC (x˜, f−), then T (y˜) ∉ AC (x˜, f−). This implies
y =pi(y˜) ∉pi(AC (x˜, f−))= AC (x, f )=M .
This is absurd. So we have AC (x˜, f−)= M˜ and f− is accessible. Thus f− is topologically mixing.
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Now for any x ∈M , let x˜ ∈ pi−1(x)⊂ M˜ . From the proof of Case I, there exists a sequence of points
y˜n ∈ M˜ and integers kn > 0, such that
• y˜n → x˜, and f kn− (y˜n)→ x˜ as n →∞;
• for every n, D f kn− (y˜n) reverses the local orientation of E˜ c around x˜.
Since pi projects the local orientation of E˜ c around x˜ to the local orientation of E c around x. So the
sequence of points yn =pi(y˜n) and corresponding integers kn > 0 satisfy
• yn → x, and f kn (yn)→ x as n →∞;
• for every n, D f kn (yn) reverses the local orientation of center bundle E c around x.
This finishes the proof of second case.
Combined with this lemma, Theorem 2.2 has the following corollary.
Corollary 2.16. Let r ∈ N≥2∪ {∞} and PHr,−m (M) be the set of all f ∈ PHrm(M) with one-dimensional
center bundle which satisfies:
• either the center bundle E c is orientable, and D f reverses the orientation of E c ;
• or the center bundle E c is non-orientable.
There exists a C r -open dense subset V ⊆ PHr,−m , such that every f ∈ V satisfies Per( f ) is dense in M.
When the center bundle E c is orientable and D f preserves the orientation of E c , we need to do
global perturbations.
Definition 2.17. Let X ∈X r (M) be a C r vector field. We say X is transverse to E s ⊕E u , if the vector
X (x) ∈ Tx M is transverse to E sx ⊕E ux in Tx M for every x ∈M . It is clear that E c is orientable if and only
if there exists a continuous vector field X transverse to E s ⊕E u .
Assume the center bundle E c is oriented. We denote picx : Tx M → E cx the projection for every x ∈M .
For every v ∈ Tx M , we say v is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u at x, if picx (v) ∈ E cx is a non-zero positive
vector corresponding to the orientation of E c . We say X ∈X r (M) is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u , if
X (x) is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u for every x ∈M .
Remark 2.18. It is clearly that if a vector field is (positively) transverse to E s ⊕E u , then it is non-zero
everywhere.
Theorem 2.3. Let r ∈N≥2∪{∞} and f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. Assume the cen-
ter bundle E c is orientable and D f preserves the orientation of E c . Let X ∈X r (M) which is transverse
to E s ⊕E u . For every x ∈Ω( f ), there exist a sequence of real numbers {τn} and {pn}⊂M, such that
• the sequence τn converges to 0 and pn converge to x as n tends to infinity;
• every pn is a periodic point of fn = Xτn ◦ f .
Remark 2.19. It provides another proof of Theorem A for the case where E c is orientable and D f
preserves the orientation of E c .
Since we want to make perturbations for conservative systems, the perturbating vector field X
need to be divergence-free.
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Theorem 2.4. Let r ∈ N≥2∪ {∞} and f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional orientable center bundle E c .
If f is topologically mixing, then there exists X ∈ X∞(M) which is divergence-free and transverse to
E s ⊕E u .
Now we can prove Theorem B’.
Proof of Theorem B’. Let f ∈ PHrm(M) with one-dimensional center bundle and x ∈ M . It has been
showed [23] that there exists a C r -open dense subset U of these diffeomorphisms, such that every
f ∈U is accessible. Thus f is Kolmogorov with respect to Lebesgue measure [11, 23] and topologically
mixing.
We denoteU+ consisting of f ∈U with E c is orientable and D f preserves the orientation of E c ;U−
consisting of f ∈U with E c is orientable and D f reverses the orientation of E c or E c is non-orientable.
ThenU =U+∪U− are disjoint union of two open subsets.
If f ∈U+, then Theorem 2.4 implies there exists a divergence-free vector field X ∈X∞(M) which
is transverse to E s ⊕E u . So we can apply Theorem 2.3. This proves that for every x ∈ M , there exists
fn → f in C r -topology and pn → x, such that pn ∈ Per( fn). The classical generic argument shows that
C r -generic f ∈U+ has dense periodic points on M .
If f ∈U−, then we can apply Corollary 2.16 directly. This finishes the proof of Theorem B.
Organization of the paper: In Section 3, we construct a family of complete periodic center curves
approximating the non-wandering point, which is the first step for Theorem 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4. Section
4 is the main part of this paper. We prove Theorem 2.3 in Section 4.3, and Theorem 2.1 in Section 4.5.
Finally, we prove Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.4 in Section 5 and Section 6 respectively.
3 Complete periodic center curves
In this section, we prove the following proposition, which is the first step of proving Theorem 2.1, 2.3,
and 2.4.
Proposition 3.1. Let f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional oriented center bundle E c , and D f preserves
the orientation of E c . For every x ∈Ω( f ) \ Per( f ), there exists a sequence of complete C 1-curves θn :R→
M, such that
1. For every t ∈R, θ′n(t ) is the positive (w.r.t. the orientation of E c ) unit vector in E cθn (t ).
2. There exist kn →+∞ and tn → 0, such that θn(0)= yn → x, and θn(tn)= f kn (yn)→ x as n →∞.
3. Let θ∗n f kn :R→R be the C 1-diffeomorphism defined as
θ∗n f
kn (t )= tn +
∫ t
0
‖D f kn |E c
θn (s)
‖ds.
Then we have
θn ◦θ∗n f kn = f kn ◦θn .
Moreover, if f ∈ PHrm(M) with one-dimensional oriented center bundle E c and D f preserves the orien-
tation of E c , then the same conclusion holds for every x ∈M.
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Remark 3.2. The curve θn :R→M is kn-periodic, and the following diagram commutes:
R
θ∗n f
kn
//
θn

R
θn

M
f kn // M
Its image θn(R)⊂M may have self-intersections.
We will prove this proposition at the end of this section. The following lemma is the key step for
proving Proposition 3.1.
Lemma 3.3. Let f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle and x ∈Ω( f ) \ Per( f ). There exist a
sequence of points yn → x and integers kn →+∞ as n →∞, such that for every n,
• either f kn (yn)= yn ;
• or there exists a C 1 curve σn : [0, tn]→M, such that
σn(0)= yn , σn(tn)= f kn (yn), ‖σ′n(t )‖ ≡ 1, and σ′n(t ) ∈ E cσn (t ), ∀t ∈ [0, tn].
Moreover, tn converge to zero as n →∞.
Proof. Since x ∈Ω( f )\Per( f ), there exist a sequence of points zn → x and integers kn →+∞ as n →∞,
such that f kn (zn) → x. Let δ0 > 0 be the constant in Notation 2.10. For every n, we take a C 1 curve
ρn : [−δ0,δ0]→M satisfying
• ρn(0)= zn ;
• ρ′n(t ) ∈ E cρn (t ) is a unit vector for every t ∈ [−δ0,δ0].
For ρn = ρn([−δ0,δ0])⊂M , Lemma 2.5 shows that
F csρn (δ0)=
⋃
z∈ρn
F sz (δ0)
is a C 1 submanifold tangent to E s ⊕E c everywhere.
From the uniformly contracting ofF s and limn→∞kn =+∞, the diameter of f kn (F szn (δ0)) satisfies
lim
n→∞diam
(
f kn (F szn (δ0))
)
= 0.
Since limn→∞ zn = limn→∞ f kn (zn)= x, for n large enough and every point z ∈F szn (δ0), there exists a
unique point
z ′ ∈Fu
f kn (z)
(δ0)∩F csρn (δ0).
This defines a continuous map z 7→ z ′ fromF szn (δ0) toF csρn (δ0). Moreover, there exist ²n → 0 as n →∞,
such that
z ′ ∈B(zn ,²n)∩F csρn (δ0), ∀z ∈F szn (δ0).
Claim 3.4. For every n large enough, there exist wn ∈F szn (δ0) and w ′n ∈Fuf kn (wn )(δ0)∩F
cs
ρn
(δ0), such
that
• either wn =w ′n ∈F sf kn (wn )(δ0).
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• or there exists a C 1 curve τn contained in F csρn (δ0) with endpoints wn and w
′
n , such that τn is
tangent to E c and its length |τn |→ 0 as n →∞.
Proof of the claim. For every n large enough, we can define a sequence of C 1 one-dimensional line
field E cn,k on the C
1 submanifoldF csρn (δ0), such that
• E cn,k (y)⊂ E sy ⊕E cy = TyF csρn (δ0), for every y ∈F csρn (δ0);
• E cn,k (y) uniformly converges to E
c
y onF
cs
ρn
(δ0) as k →∞.
For n,k large enough and every z ∈F szn (δ0), there exists a C 1 curve which is tangent to E cn,k every-
where, such that it has two endpoints
z ′ =Fu
f kn (z)
(δ0)∩F csρn (δ0) and hn,k (z) ∈F szn (δ0)
This curve may be degenerated, i.e. hn,k (z) = z ′. This defines a continuous map z 7→ hn,k (z) from
F szn (δ0) to itself.
SinceF szn (δ0) is diffeomorphic to a unit ball of dimension s = dimE s , there exists at least one point
wn,k ∈F szn (δ0), such that
wn,k = hn,k (wn,k ).
Let k tend to infinity and take the subsequence, we can assume wn,k → wn . The segments con-
necting w ′n,k and hn,k (wn,k ) also converge to a C
1-curve which is tangent to E c everywhere, and has
two endpoints w ′n and wn .
If the converging segment is degenerated, then we are in the first item of the claim. Otherwise, we
denote the converging segment by τn . Since z ′ ∈ B(zn ,²n) for every z ∈F szn (δ0) and ²n → 0, the local
product structure in Lemma 2.6 implies the length of τn will tend to zero. This finishes the proof of
our claim.
Since limn→∞ zn = limn→∞ f kn (zn)= x, and limn→∞diam
(
f kn (F szn (δ0))
)= 0, we have
lim
n→∞wn = limn→∞ f
kn (wn)= lim
n→∞w
′
n = x,
and the distance in the unstable manifold dFu
(
f kn (wn), w ′n
)→ 0 as n →∞.
Assuming the first case of Claim 3.4 holds, i.e. wn =w ′n . Since kn →+∞ andFu is uniformly con-
tracting by f −1, the distance in the unstable manifold dFu (wn , f kn (wn))→ 0 as n →∞. This implies
f −kn
(
Fu
f kn (wn )
(δ0)
)
⊆ Fuwn (λknδ0) ⊆ Fuf kn (wn )
(
λknδ0+dFu
(
wn , f
kn (wn)
))
.
So there exists a unique periodic point
yn ∈Fuf kn (wn )
(
λknδ0+dFu
(
wn , f
kn (wn)
))
satisfying f kn (yn)= yn . Since limn→∞λknδ0+dFu
(
wn , f kn (wn)
)= 0, we have yn → x as n → 0.
Otherwise, the second case of Claim 3.4 holds. We consider the set
F cuτn (δ0)=
⋃
y∈τn
Fuy (δ0).
From Lemma 2.5, it is a C 1 submanifold tangent to E c⊕E u everywhere. We replay the argument in the
proof of Claim 3.4.
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Since dFu
(
f kn (wn), w ′n
)→ 0 as n →∞, we have
f −kn
(
Fuw ′n
(δ0)
)
⊆Fuwn (λknδ0)⊆Fuwn (δ0).
Repeating the analysis in Claim 3.4, we consider a sequence C 1 line fields E cn,l ⊂ TF cuτn (δ0) onF cuτn (δ0),
which converges to E c |F cuτn (δ0) as l →∞. So for n, l large enough and every y ∈Fuw ′n (δ0), there exists a
C 1 curve tangent to E cn,l everywhere and connecting f
−kn (y) ∈ f −kn
(
Fu
w ′n
(δ0)
)
⊆Fuwn (λknδ0) to a point
hn,l (y) ∈Fuw ′n (δ0). The continuous map y 7→ hn,l (y) fromF
u
w ′n
(δ0) to itself has a fixed point yn,l .
Let l →∞ and assume yn,l → yn . The curve tangent to E cn,l converges to a curve σn tangent to E c
everywhere and connecting yn to f kn (yn). Moreover, since d(wn , w ′n)→ 0 as n →∞, the length of the
curve σn also tends to zero as n →∞. Since kn →+∞, we also have d(yn , w ′n)→ 0, thus
lim
n→∞ yn = limn→∞ f
kn (yn)= x.
This finishes the proof of this lemma.
The follwoing lemma has been proved by F. Rodriguez Hertz, J. Rodriguez Hertz and R. Ures in [22].
Theorem 3.1 ([22], Theorem 2). Let f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center bundle. There exists
K > 0, such that for any periodic point p of f with period pi(p) > K , there exists, through p, an f pi(p)-
invariant curve tangent to E c at every point.
The following lemma is a corollary of this theorem.
Lemma 3.5. Let f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional oriented center bundle E c , and D f preserves the
orientation of E c . There exists K > 0, such that for any periodic point p of f with period pi(p)>K , there
exists an f pi(p)-invariant C 1 curve ξ+(p) : [0,+∞)→M, such that
• ξ+(0)= p;
• ξ′+(t ) ∈ E cξ+(t ) is the positive unit vector for every t ∈ [0,+∞).
Here we say ξ+(p) is complete in the positive center direction.
Similarly, we have an f pi(p)-invariant C 1 curve ξ−(p) : (−∞,0]→M, such that
• ξ−(0)= p;
• ξ′−(t ) ∈ E cξ−(t ) is the positive unit vector for every t ∈ (−∞,0].
We say ξ−(p) is complete in the negative center direction.
If we define ξ :R→M as
ξ(t )=
{
ξ−(t ), t ∈ (−∞,0],
ξ+(t ), t ∈ [0,+∞).
Then ξ is a complete f pi(p)-invariant C 1 curve positively tangent to E c at every point.
Proof. Here we take the constant K be the same constant in Theorem 3.1. Then for the periodic point
p with period pi(p)> K , it has an f pi(p)-invariant center manifold tangent to E c at every point. More-
over, since D f preserves the orientation of E c , if one removes p, then this center manifold has two
branches which are both f pi(p)-invariant.
For the branch tangent to the positive direction of E cp , if it has infinite length, then it is complete
in the positive center direction, and we parameterize it by its length, which defines ξ+.
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If the length of positive branch is finite, then it has another endpoint q . From f pi(p)-invariant of
this branch, q is a periodic point with period pi(q) = pi(p) > K . We can apply Theorem 3.1 to q , and
consider its positive branch of f pi(p)-invariant center manifold. Taking the union of positive branchs of
f pi(p)-invariant center manifold of p and q , and repeating this procedure, we will get an f pi(p)-invariant
curve starting from p, tangent to E c at every point, and complete in the positive center direction. We
parameterize it by its length, which defines ξ+. This completes the proof of ξ+.
The proof for ξ− is the same, and ξ is the union of ξ+ and ξ−.
Now we can prove Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Given x ∈Ω( f )\Per( f ), Lemma 3.3 shows that there exist a sequence of points
yn → x and integers kn →∞, such that for every n,
• either f kn (yn)= yn ;
• or there exists a C 1 curve σn : [0, tn]→M , such that
σn(0)= yn , σn(tn)= f kn (yn), ‖σ′n(t )‖ ≡ 1, and σ′n(t ) ∈ E cσn (t ), ∀t ∈ [0, tn].
Moreover, tn converge to zero as n →∞.
In the first case, since kn →∞, we apply Lemma 3.5 directly to yn , which gives a complete f kn -
invariant C 1 curve that positively tangent to E c everywhere. This proves the proposition in this case.
In the second case, we assume σ′n(t ) ∈ E cσn (t ) is the positive unit vector. The proof for it is negative
is the same. The curve f kn (σn([0, tn])) is a curve positively tangent to E c with endpoints f kn (yn) and
f 2kn (yn). Since D f preserves the orientation of E c , the curve
σn ([0, tn])∪ f kn (σn([0, tn]))
is a curve positively tangent to E c , and has endpoints yn and f 2kn (yn).
Repeat the iteration and take the union. We consider the curve
+∞⋃
l=−∞
f l ·kn (σn([0, tn])) .
If the sum of the length
+∞∑
l=0
length
(
f l ·kn (σn([0, tn]))
)
=+∞,
then this curve is complete in the positive direction.
Otherwise, we have
+∞∑
l=0
length
(
f l ·kn (σn([0, tn]))
)
<+∞.
This implies f l ·kn (σn([0, tn])) will converge to a point pn as l →∞. It is clear that pn is a periodic point
with period kn .
Since kn →∞ as n →∞, Lemma 3.5 shows that the periodic point pn has an f kn -invariant C 1
curve tangent to E c everywhere, which is complete in the positive center direction. This gives us a
curve tangent to E c and starting from yn , which is complete in the positive direction.
Similarly, we consider the sum
−1∑
l=−∞
length
(
f l ·kn (σn([0, tn]))
)
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is finite or not, and repeat this analysis. We have a curve tangent to E c and starting from yn , which is
complete in the negative direction.
So the union of these two curves is a complete f kn -invariant C 1 curve tangent to E c everywhere.
Parameterizing it by its length, and setting the zero point to be yn , we have the C 1 curve θn : R→ M
satisfies the first and second items of the proposition. Moreover, since θn is parameterized by its
length and kn-periodic, we have
f kn ◦θn(t )= θn
(
tn +
∫ t
0
‖D f kn |E c
θn (s)
‖ds
)
, ∀t ∈R.
This finishes the proof for f ∈ PHr (M) and x ∈Ω( f ) \ Per( f ).
Finally, let f ∈ PHrm(M) with one-dimensional oriented center bundle, and D f preserves the ori-
entation of E c . Since f is volume preserving, every x ∈ M is a non-wandering point of f . If x is not
a periodic point, then we can apply the same proof directly. If x is a periodic point, then we take se-
quence of points xk ∈F sx , such that xk → x as k →∞. We apply the previous analysis to xk getting
a sequence of center curves satisfying desired properties. Let k tend to infinity and take the subse-
quence, we get the desired sequence of periodic center curves approximating to x.
4 Lifting bundle dynamics and perturbations
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.3. Let f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional center
bundle, and T M = E s ⊕E c ⊕E u be the partially hyperbolic splitting associated to f . The Riemannian
metric on M is the adapted metric satisfying Lemma 2.1.
Let F s and F u be two C∞ subbundles of T M with dimF s = s and dimF u = u. Assume they are
C 0-close to E s and E u respectively. Be precise, we assume
](F s ,E s)=max
x∈M
max
v∈F sx ,‖v‖=1
dTx M (v,E
s
x )< 10−3, and ](F u ,E u)=max
x∈M
max
v∈F ux ,‖v‖=1
dTx M (v,E
u
x )< 10−3.
Since the distance between each pair of partially hyperbolic bundles are larger than 1−10−3 (Lemma
2.1), the decomposition
T M = F s ⊕E c ⊕F u
is a direct sum decomposition. From now on, we fix these two bundles F s and F u .
Assume the center bundle E c is orientable and oriented. Let θ0 : R→ M be a C 1 immersion and
k > 0, such that
• θ′0(t ) ∈ E c (θ0(t )) is the positive unit vector for every t ∈R;
• there exists t0 ∈R satisfying
f k ◦θ0(t )= θ0
(
t0+
∫ t
0
‖D f k |E c
θ0(s)
‖ds
)
, ∀t ∈R.
These two properties imply θ0 is k-periodic, and D f k preserves the orientation of E c . However, we
don’t require D f preserves the orientation of E c .
For i = 1, · · · ,k−1, the C 1-curve f i ◦θ0 :R→M is non-degenerated and tangent to E c everywhere.
Let θi :Ri ∼=R→M be the C 1-curve which is defined as
θi (t )= f i ◦θ0
(∫ t
0
‖D f i |E c
θ0(s)
‖−1ds
)
.
So for every i = 1 · · · ,k−1, the curve θi is a reparameterization of f i ◦θ0 and satisfies
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• θi (0)= f i ◦θ0(0).
• For every t ∈Ri ∼=R, let t ′ =
∫ t
0 ‖D f i |E cθ0(s)‖
−1ds, then
‖θ′i (t )‖ = ‖D f i |E cθ0(t ′)‖ ·‖θ
′
0(t
′)‖ ·‖D f i |E c
θ0(t
′)
‖−1 ≡ 1,
i.e. θ′i (t ) is a unit vector in E
c
θi (t )
.
Lemma 4.1. For every i = 0, · · · ,k−1, the diffeomorphism f induces a diffeomorphism θ∗i f :Ri →Ri+1
(Rk =R0), which satisfies
d
dt
θ∗i f (t )= ‖D f |E cθi (t )‖, ∀t ∈Ri ,
and makes the following diagram commuting:
R0
θ∗0 f //
θ0

R1
θ∗1 f //
θ1

· · · · · · θ
∗
k−2 f // Rk−1
θ∗k−1 f //
θk−1

R0
θ0

M
f
// M
f
// · · · · · ·
f
// M
f
// M
That is
θi+1 ◦θ∗i f = f ◦θi , ∀i = 0,1, · · · ,k−1, and θ0 ◦θ∗k−1 f = f ◦θk−1.
Proof. Since θi is non-degenerated everywhere, we can define θ∗i f :Ri →Ri+1 for i = 0, · · · ,k−2 as
θ∗i f (t )=
∫ t
0
‖D f |E c
θi (τ)
‖dτ, thus d
dt
θ∗i f (t )= ‖D f |E cθi (t )‖, ∀t ∈Ri .
And we define θ∗k−1 f :Rk−1 →R0 as
θ∗k−1 f (t )= t0+
∫ t
0
‖D f |E c
θk−1(τ)
‖dτ, thus d
dt
θ∗k−1 f (t )= ‖D f |E cθk−1(t )‖, ∀t ∈Rk−1.
We denote
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri the disjoint union of each Ri . The map θ :
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri → M and the induced dif-
feomorphism θ∗ f :
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri →
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri are defined as following, for every i = 0, · · · ,k−1,
θ|Ri = θi : Ri −→M , and θ∗ f |Ri = θ∗i f : Ri −→Ri+1 (Rk =R0).
Then θ is a C 1 leaf immersion, and it is a normally hyperbolic leaf immersion following the definition
of [25, Page 69]. We state this definition in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. The partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism f : M →M is normally hyperbolic to the C 1
leaf immersion θ :
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri →M, i.e. they satisfy
1. LetΛ= θ(⊔k−1i=0 Ri ) andΛ be the closure ofΛ. We have f (Λ)=Λ.
2. The pull back diffeomorphism θ∗ f satisfies f ◦θ = θ ◦ (θ∗ f ) on⊔k−1i=0 Ri .
3. The D f -invariant splitting
TΛM = (E s |Λ)⊕TΛ⊕ (E u |Λ)= (E s |Λ)⊕ (E c |Λ)⊕ (E u |Λ)
is partially hyperbolic.
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Since T M = F s ⊕E c ⊕F u is a direct sum decomposition, we can pull back the bundle F s ⊕F u by
C 1 leaf immersion θ :
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri →M . There exists a fiber bundle θ∗(F s ⊕F u) over
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri , such that the
following diagram commutes:
θ∗(F s ⊕F u) θ∗ //
pi

F s ⊕F u
pi
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri θ
// M
For every t ∈Ri , the fiber
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)t = θ∗(F sθi (t )⊕F
u
θi (t )
)
is a linear space equipped with an inner product structure by pulling back the Riemannian metric on
F s
θi (t )
⊕F u
θi (t )
⊂ Tθi (t )M . This defines a metric ‖ ·‖t on each fiber θ∗(F s ⊕F u)t , which vary continuously
with respect to t in Ri . For every δ> 0, we denote
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)t (δ)=
{
v ∈ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)t : ‖v‖t < δ
}
.
For every (a,b)⊆Ri , we denote
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(a,b)(δ)=
⋃
t∈(a,b)
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)t (δ), and θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ)=
⋃
t∈⊔k−1i=0 Ri
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)t (δ).
Proposition 4.3. Let the exponential mapΦ : θ∗(F s ⊕F u)→M be defined as:
Φ(v)= expθi (t ) (θi∗(v)) , ∀t ∈Ri , ∀v ∈ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)t .
There exists a constant δ1 = δ1(M , f ,F s ,F u) > 0, such that for every 0 < δ ≤ δ1 and every t ∈ Ri , the set
Φ
(
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(t−δ,t+δ)(δ)
)
is an open subset in M, and
Φ : θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(t−δ,t+δ)(δ)−→Φ
(
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(t−δ,t+δ)(δ)
)
is a diffeomorohism.
Proof. Let γ : (−1,1)→M be a C 1 curve which satisfies γ′(t ) ∈ E c
γ(t ) ⊂ Tγ(t )M is an unit vector for every
t ∈ (−1,1), and γ∗(F s ⊕F u) be the lifting bundle. We denote vc = γ′(0) ∈ E c
γ(0), which satisfies ‖vc‖ = 1.
For every τ ∈R and v su ∈ F s
γ(0)⊕F uγ(0), we denote
(
τ,γ∗(v su)
) ∈ T(0,0)γ∗(F s⊕F u)∼= T0R⊕γ∗(F sγ(0)⊕F uγ(0))
a tangent vector. Then the tangent map DΦ(0,0) : T(0,0)γ∗(F s ⊕F u)→ Tγ(0)M satisfies
DΦ(0,0)
(
τ,γ∗(v su)
)= τ · vc + v su ∈ Tγ(0)M ∼= E cγ(0)⊕F sγ(0)⊕F uγ(0).
This implies if we consider the following bundle isomorphism at the point (0,0) ∈ γ∗(F s ⊕F u):
T(0,0)γ
∗(F s ⊕F u)∼= T0R⊕γ∗(F sγ(0)⊕F uγ(0))∼= E cγ(0)⊕F sγ(0)⊕F uγ(0) ∼= Tγ(0)M ,
the tangent map
DΦ(0,0) =D exp |(γ(0),0) : T(0,0)γ∗(F s ⊕F u)−→ Tγ(0)M
is the identity map.
From the inverse function theorem, there exists a constant δ1 > 0, such that for every 0 < δ ≤ δ1,
the map
Φ : γ∗(F s ⊕F u)(−δ,δ)(δ)−→Φ
(
γ∗(F s ⊕F u)(−δ,δ)(δ)
)
is a diffeomorphism. Moreover, the compactness of M implies δ1 only depends on M , f and the bun-
dle F s ,F u , which is independent of γ. Finally, we apply this analysis to θi : Ri → M at t ∈ Ri , which
proves the proposition.
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Let C1 = 100 · supz∈M ‖D f (z)‖. Since Φ is a local diffeomorphism, for every t ∈
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri and every
v ∈ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)t (δ1/C1), there exists a unique point
θ∗ f (v) :=Φ−1 ◦ f ◦Φ(v) ∈ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/2).
HereΦ−1 is defined fromΦ
(
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(θ∗ f (t )−δ,θ∗ f (t )+δ)(δ1)
)
to the region θ∗(F s⊕F u)(θ∗ f (t )−δ,θ∗ f (t )+δ)(δ).
Then we have the following diagram commutes:
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1)
θ∗ f //
Φ

θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/2)
Φ

M
f
// M
Moreover, the lifting map θ∗ f is a diffeomorphism from θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1) to its image
θ∗ f
(
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1)
) ⊂ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/2).
Proposition 4.4. The local diffeomorphism θ∗ f : θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1) → θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/2) is partially
hyperbolic at the invariant set
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri . The partially hyperbolic splitting at
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri is
T⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)= θ∗(E s)|⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
⊕T (
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri )⊕θ∗(E u)|⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
= (θ∗(E s)⊕θ∗(E c )⊕θ∗(E u)) |⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
.
Proof. The diffeomorphism f is partially hyperbolic on M , and θi (Ri ) is tangent to E c everywhere for
every i = 0, · · · ,k −1. Moreover, we have Φ◦θ∗ f = f ◦Φ on θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1), and the tangent map
DΦ satisfies
DΦ|T⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
θ∗(F s⊕F u ) ≡ θ∗|⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
.
This shows that θ∗ f is partially hyperbolic on
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri with partially hyperbolic splitting
T⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)=DΦ−1|⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
(E s)⊕DΦ−1(θ(
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri ))⊕DΦ−1|⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
(E u)
= (θ∗(E s)⊕θ∗(E c )⊕θ∗(E u)) |⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
.
The following theorem was established in [25, Theorem 6.1], which shows the existence and prop-
erties of local invariant manifolds of θ∗ f .
Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 6.1 of [25]). The diffeomorphism θ∗ f : θ∗(F s⊕F u)(δ1/C1)→ θ∗(F s⊕F u)(δ1/2)
satisfies:
1. Through
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri , there exists C
1 manifolds W u ,W s ⊂ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1) satisfying
θ∗ f (W s)⊂W s and W u ⊂ θ∗ f (W u).
The boundary of manifolds ∂W s ∪∂W u ⊂ ∂θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1), and
T⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
W s = θ∗(E s)⊕T (
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri ) and T⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
W u = T (
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri )⊕θ∗(E u).
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2. The manifold W s consists of points whose positive orbit staying in θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1), and W u
consists of points whose negative orbit staying in θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1):
W s =
+∞⋂
n=0
θ∗ f −n
(
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1)
)
and W u =
+∞⋂
n=0
θ∗ f n
(
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1)
)
.
3. The manifolds W s and W u are foliated by C 1 strong stable and unstable discs:
W s = ⋃
t∈⊔k−1i=0 Ri
W sst and W
u = ⋃
t∈⊔k−1i=0 Ri
W uut ,
which satisfy Tt W sst = θ∗(E s)t and Tt W uut = θ∗(E u)t . For every t ∈
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri , they satisfy
θ∗ f (W sst )⊂W ssθ∗ f (t ); and W uuθ∗ f (t ) ⊂ θ∗ f (W uut ).
Actually, for every t ∈⊔k−1i=0 Ri ⊂ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1), we have
W sst =Φ−1
(
F sθ(t )(δ1)
)
∩θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1), W uut =Φ−1
(
Fuθ(t )(δ1)
)
∩θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1).
HereΦ−1 is defined as the inverse of the local diffeomorphimΦ around t.
Remark 4.5. Φ(W u) andΦ(W s) are tangent to E c ⊕E u and E s ⊕E c everywhere, respectively.
We denote dW u (·, ·) the distance induced by pulling back the Riemannian metric restricted on
Φ(W u). It is locally well defined on W u . The same for dW s (·, ·) on W s . Since the expanding rate of
θ∗ f on W uut and contracting rate on W
ss
t are uniform for every t ∈
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri , we have the following
corollary of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.6. There exists a constant c1 = c1( f , X ,F s ,F u)> 0, such that
• for every v ∈ θ∗ f −1(W u), we have BW u (v,c1δ1)=
{
v ′ ∈W u : dW u (v, v ′)≤ c1δ1
}⊆W u ;
• for every v ∈ θ∗ f (W s), we have BW s (v,c1δ1)=
{
v ′ ∈W s : dW s (v, v ′)≤ c1δ1
}⊆W s .
Moreover,Φ(BW u (v,c1δ1)) andΦ(BW s (v,c1δ1)) are imbedded disks in M tangent to E c⊕E u and E s⊕E c
respectively.
4.1 Lipschitz shadowing of invariant manifolds
Let X ∈X r (M) be a C r vector field on M , and denote Xτ the time-τmap generated by X . Let X˜ be the
lifting vector field on θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1), which is defined as
X˜ (v)=DΦ−1 (X (Φ(v))) , ∀v ∈ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1).
Since the leaf immersion θ is C 1-smooth, the lifting vector field X˜ is a C 0 vector field on θ∗(F s⊕F u)(δ1).
However, for τ small enough, X˜ generates a family of C 1 diffeomorphisms
X˜τ : θ
∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/2)→ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1),
which satisfies X˜τ =Φ−1 ◦Xτ ◦Φ.
Since the exponential map Φ : θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(t−δ1,t+δ1)(δ1) → M is a local diffeomorphism for every
t ∈ Ri , we can define a local metric on θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1) via pulling back the Riemannian metric on M
by Φ. For every v1, v2 ∈ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/2) which are close enough, we denote d˜(v1, v2) the distance
between v1 and v2 defined by this induced metric, i.e. d˜(v1, v2) = d(Φ(v1),Φ(v2)). For every set K ⊂
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1) and δ> 0, we denote
B(K ,r )= {v ∈ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1) : d˜(v,K )≤ δ}
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Lemma 4.7. There exists τ′ = τ′( f , X ,F s ,F u) > 0, such that for every for every τ satisfying |τ| < τ′, the
family of C 1 diffeomorphisms
Fτ = X˜τ ◦θ∗ f : θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1)−→ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1)
is well defined. The diffeomorphism Fτ converge to θ∗ f in the C 1-topology as τ tends to 0. Moreover,
there exists a constant L0 > 1 which depends on X only, such that d˜(v, X˜τ(v))≤ L0|τ| for every v ∈ θ∗(F s⊕
F u)(δ1/2). This implies
d˜
(
Fτ(v),θ
∗ f (v)
)= d˜ (Fτ(v),F0(v))≤ L0 · |τ|, ∀v ∈ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1).
The following theorem was established in [25, Theorem 6.8], which states the permanence of in-
variant manifolds after perturbations.
Theorem 4.2 (Theorem 6.8 of [25]). There exists a contant τ′′ = τ′′( f , X ,F s ,F u) ∈ (0,τ′], such that for
every τ satisfying |τ| < τ′′, there exists an Fτ-invariant section στ :⊔k−1i=0 Ri → θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1), such that
στ
(
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri
)
= ⋂
n∈Z
F nτ
(
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1)
)
.
The section στ is C 1-smooth and vary continuously with respect to τ. The sets
W sτ =
+∞⋂
n=0
F−nτ
(
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1)
)
and W uτ =
+∞⋂
n=0
F nτ
(
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1)
)
are C 1-manifolds intersecting transversely at στ
(⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
)=W sτ ∩W uτ .
Moreover, the section στ converges to 0-section in C 1-topology as τ→ 0. This means for every ε> 0,
there exists τε = τε( f , X ,F s ,F u ,ε) > 0, such that if |τ| < τε, then the Fτ-invariant section στ satisfies
‖στ−0‖C 1 < ε. In particular, this implies if |τ| < τε, then
στ
(
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri
)
⊂ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(ε).
Remark 4.8. Notice here for every ε> 0, the constant τε is independent of the choice of periodic center
curves θ. In the proof of [25, Theorem 6.8], the authors proved that W sτ and W
u
τ converge to W
s and
W u in C 1-topology when τ tends to zero. Thus στ converge to 0-section in C 1-topology.
The following theorem shows that the section στ is Lipschitz with respect to the parameter τ.
Theorem 4.3. There exist two constants 0 < τ0 = τ0( f , X ,F s ,F u) < τ′′ and L = L( f , X ,F s ,F u) > 1, such
that for every τ ∈ (−τ0,τ0), every t ∈ Ri and any C 1 map ψ : E sθi (t )(δ1)⊕E
u
θi (t )
(δ1) → E cθi (t )(δ1) which
satisfies ψ(0)= 0, ‖∂ψ/∂s‖ < 10−3, and ‖∂ψ/∂u‖ < 10−3, then the C 1-submanifold
D suθi (t ) = expθi (t )
(
Graph(ψ)
)= expθi (t ) ({v su +ψ(v su) : v su ∈ E sθi (t )(δ1)⊕E uθi (t )(δ1)})
intersectsΦ◦στ((t −δ1, t +δ1)) with a unique point q = q(t ,τ,ψ). Moreover, if we denote
exp−1θi (t )(q)= q
su +ψ(q su) ∈
(
E sθi (t )(δ1)⊕E
u
θi (t )
(δ1)
)
⊕E cθi (t )(δ1),
then
‖q su‖+‖ψ(q su)‖ ≤ L · |τ|.
In particular, this implies στ
(⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
)⊂ θ∗i (F s ⊕F u)(L · |τ|).
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Proof. From Theorem 4.1, we know that
W u = ⋃
t∈⊔k−1i=0 Ri
W uut =
⋃
t∈⊔k−1i=0 Ri
Φ−1
(
Fuθ(t )(δ1)
)
∩θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1).
ThusΦ(W u) is tangent to E c ⊕E u everywhere.
For every v ∈ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1), we denote tv ∈⊔k−1i=0 Ri , such that v ∈ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)tv (δ1/C1). For
every 0< δ< δ1/C1, we denote
W ssv (δ)=Φ−1
(
F sΦ(v)(δ)
)
and W uuv (δ)=Φ−1
(
FuΦ(v)(δ)
)
.
We can see that W ssv (δ) and W
uu
v (δ) are the strong stable and unstable manifolds of v with respect to
θ∗ f . Let K u ⊆W u and K s ⊆W s , we denote
B ssδ (K
u)= ⋃
v∈K u
W ssv (δ) and B
uu
δ (K
s)= ⋃
v∈K s
W uuv (δ).
Claim 4.9. Let c1 be the constant in Corollary 4.6. There exists τ′′′ = τ′′′( f , X ,F s ,F u) > 0, such that for
every τ ∈ (−τ′′′,τ′′′), we have
στ
(
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri
)
⊂ B ssc1δ1
(
θ∗ f −2(W u)
) ∩ B uuc1δ1 (θ∗ f 2(W s)) .
Proof of the claim. From the local product structure in Lemma 2.6, both sets B ssc1δ1
(
θ∗ f −2(W u)
)
and
B uuc1δ1
(
θ∗ f 2(W s)
)
contain a neighborhood of
⊔k−1
i=0 R
i . Theorem 4.2 shows that there exists τ′′′ > 0, such
that for every τ ∈ (−τ′′′,τ′′′), we have στ
(⊔k−1
i=0 R
i
)⊂B ssc1δ1 (θ∗ f −2(W u))∩B uuc1δ1 (θ∗ f 2(W s)).
Let ρ > 0 be the constant in Lemma 2.9 and L0 be the constant in Lemma 4.7, which both depend
only on f , X ,F s ,F u . We denote
τ0 =min
{
τ′′′,
ρc1δ1
L0
}
and L1 = L0
ρ
.
Claim 4.10. For every τ satisfying |τ| < τ0, we have
στ
(
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri
)
⊂ B ssL1|τ|
(
θ∗ f −2(W u)
)⋂
B uuL1|τ|
(
θ∗ f 2(W s)
)
.
Proof of the claim. We first show that στ
(⊔k−1
i=0 R
i
)⊂ B ssL1|τ| (θ∗ f −2(W u)). Since τ0 ≤ ρc1δ1L0 , then for ev-
ery τ ∈ (−τ0,τ0) \ {0}(τ= 0 is trivial), there exists n > 0 and a sequence numbers
{
r j
}n
j=0 satisfying
r0 = c1δ1 > r1 =λ
1
2 c1δ1 > ·· · · · · > rn−1 =λ
n−1
2 c1δ1 > L0|τ|
ρ
= L1|τ| ≥ rn =λ
n
2 c1δ1.
For every j = 0, · · · ,n−1, we have
θ∗ f
(
B ssr j
(
θ∗ f −2(W u)
))⊆B ssλr j (θ∗ f −1(W u))
Since L0|τ| ≤ ρrn−1 ≤ ρr j , Corollary 4.6 and Lemma 2.9 shows that every v ∈ θ∗ f −1(W u) satisfies
B
(
W ssv (λr j ),L0|τ|
)⊆B ssp
λr j
(
W u
)
.
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Thus
X˜τ
(
B ssλr j
(
θ∗ f −1(W u)
)) ⊆ B (B ssλr j (θ∗ f −1(W u)) ,L0|τ|)
⊆ B
(
B ssλr j
(
θ∗ f −1(W u)
)
,ρr j
)
⊆ B ssr j+1
(
W u
)
.
This implies for every j = 0, · · · ,n−1, we have
Fτ
(
B ssr j
(
θ∗ f −2(W u)
)) ∩ B ssc1δ1 (θ∗ f −2(W u)) ⊆ B ssr j+1 (θ∗ f −2(W u))
Since rn ≤ L1|τ|, we have
στ
(
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri
)
⊂B ssL1|τ|
(
θ∗ f −2(W u)
)
.
The proof for στ
(⊔k−1
i=0 R
i
)⊂B uuL1|τ| (θ∗ f 2(W s)) is the same.
From Theorem 4.2, the center-stable manifold W sτ intersects the center-unstable manifold W
u
τ
transversely in στ
(⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
)
. This implies στ(Ri ) is contained in the (2L1|τ|)-neighborhood of Ri fol-
lowing the metric d˜(·, ·) on θ∗(F s⊕F u)(δ1/C1). From the local product structure, there exists a unique
point qτ satisfying
q suτ = exp−1θi (t )(qτ) = exp
−1
θi (t )
◦Φ◦στ ((t −δ1, t +δ1)) t E sθi (t )(δ1)⊕E
u
θi (t )
(δ1).
Moreover, it satisfies ‖q suτ ‖ ≤ 4L1 · |τ|.
Now let ψ : E s
θi (t )
(δ1)⊕E uθi (t )(δ1)→ E
c
θi (t )
(δ1) be a C 1-map satisfying
ψ(0)= 0, ‖∂ψ/∂s‖ < 10−3, and ‖∂ψ/∂u‖ < 10−3.
The disk D su
θi (t )
= expθi (t )(Graph(ψ)) is tangent to 10−2-conefield of E s⊕E u . From the local product the
segment στ ((t −δ1, t +δ1)) intersects D suθi (t ) with a unique point q . Then for exp
−1
θi (t )
(q)= q su+ψ(q su),
since q suτ is connected to q by a sub-arc ofΦ◦στ ((t −δ1, t +δ1)), we have the following estimation
‖q suτ −q su‖ <ψ(q su)≤ 10−3 · ‖q su‖.
So we have ‖q su‖ ≤ ‖q suτ ‖/(1−10−3), and ‖ψ(q su)‖ ≤ 10−3 · ‖q su‖ ≤ 10−3 · ‖q suτ ‖/(1−10−3). Thus for
L = 10L1, we have
‖q su‖+‖ψ(q su)‖ ≤ 1+10
−3
1−10−3 ·4L1 · |τ| ≤ L · |τ|,
which proves the theorem.
The following corollary of Theorem 4.3 will be needed in Section 4.5.
Corollary 4.11. Let the map ϕs
θi (t )
: E s
θi (t )
(δ0)→ E cθi (t )(δ0)⊕E
u
θi (t )
(δ0) define the local stable manifold of
θi (t ) asF sθi (t )(δ0)= expθi (t )
(
Graph(ϕs
θi (t )
)
)
. With the same assumption as Theorem 4.3, we can enlarge
L, such that for every τ satisfying |τ| < τ0,
1. Let the map ϕsu
θi (t )
: E s
θi (t )
(δ1)⊕E uθi (t )(δ1)→ E
c
θi (t )
(δ1) be defined as
ϕsuθi (t )(v
s + vu)=picθi (t ) ◦ϕ
s
θi (t )
(v s), ∀v s + vu ∈ E sθi (t )(δ1)⊕E
u
θi (t )
(δ1).
For every |τ| < τ0, the C r -submanifold expθi (t )
(
Graph(ϕsu
θi (t )
)
)
intersectsΦ◦στ((t−δ1, t+δ1)) with
a unique point q = q(t ,τ).
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2. If we denote
exp−1θi (t )(q)= q
s +picθi (t ) ◦ϕ
s
θi (t )
(q s)+qu ∈ E sθi (t )(δ1)⊕E
c
θi (t )
(δ1)⊕E uθi (t )(δ1),
then it satisfies
‖qu −piuθi (t ) ◦ϕ
s
θi (t )
(q s)‖ ≤ L · |τ|.
Proof. Since δ1 ≤ δ0, Item 2 of Lemma 2.1 shows ‖∂ϕsθi (t )/∂s(v
s)‖ < 10−3 for every v s ∈ E s
θi (t )
(δ1). So
the map ϕsu
θi (t )
satisfies
‖∂ϕsuθi (t )/∂s‖ < 10
−3, and ‖∂ϕsuθi (t )/∂u‖ ≡ 0.
Theorem 4.3 shows that expθi (t )(Graph(ϕ
su
θi (t )
)) intersects Φ ◦στ((t −δ1, t +δ1)) with a unique point
q = q(t ,τ), and it satisfies
‖q s +qu‖+‖picθi (t ) ◦ϕ
s
θi (t )
(q s)‖ < L ·τ.
From the property of adapted metric we have chosen, we have ‖q s‖ < 2Lτ and ‖qu‖ < 2Lτ.
On other hand, we have
‖piuθi (t ) ◦ϕ
s
θi (t )
(q s)‖ ≤ ‖∂ϕsθi (t )/∂s‖ ·‖q
s‖ ≤ 10−3 ·2Lτ.
Thus
‖qu −piuθi (t ) ◦ϕ
s
θi (t )
(q s)‖ ≤ ‖qu‖+‖piuθi (t ) ◦ϕ
s
θi (t )
(q s)‖ ≤ 2(1+10−3)Lτ.
So we enlarge L to 2(1+10−3)L proving the corollary.
4.2 A dynamical su-foliation
In this subsection, we introduce a dynamical su-foliation in the tubular neighborhood of
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri
in θ∗(F s ⊕ F u)(δ1). We will define the leaf conjugacy between ⊔k−1i=0 Ri and ⊔k−1i=0 στ(Ri ) by this su-
foliation.
Let F be a C∞ u-dimensional plane field which C 0-approximates E u . We assume 0< η< 10−3, and
](F,E u)=max
x∈M
max
v∈Fx ,‖v‖=1
dTx M (v,E
u
x )< η.
For every y ∈M , we denote Duy (δ1)= expy (Fy (δ1)) which is a u-dimensional imbedded disk in M , and
D suz (δ1)=
⋃
y∈F sz (δ1)
Duy (δ1)=
⋃
y∈F sz (δ1)
expy (Fy (δ1)).
For every η > 0, we say a C 1-curve γ : (a,b) → M is tangent to the η-cone field of E c , if for every
t ∈ (a,b), the vector γ′(t ) ∈ Tγ(t )M satisfies
‖pisγ(t )(γ′(t ))+piuγ(t )(γ′(t ))‖ ≤ ‖picγ(t )(γ′(t ))‖.
Lemma 4.12. Let 0< η< 10−3 and F be a C∞ u-dimensional plane field satisfying ](F,E u)< η. Then
there exists a constant 0< δ2 = δ2(M , f ,F,η)≤ δ1 satisfying the following properties:
1. For every z0 ∈M, the set D suz0 (δ2)=
⋃
y∈F sz0 (δ2) D
u
y (δ2) is a C
r -smooth local manifold and satisfies
](Tw D suz0 (δ2),E
s
w ⊕E uw )< 2η, ∀w ∈D suz0 (δ2).
Moreover, there exists a C r -function ψsuz0 : E
s
z0 (δ2/2)⊕E uz0 (δ2/2)→ E cz0 (δ2/2) satisfies:
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• exp−1z0 (D
su
z0 (δ2))∩Tz0 M(δ2/2)=Graph(ψsuz0 )=
{
v su +ψsuz0 (v su) : v su ∈ E sz0 (δ2/2)⊕E uz0 (δ2/2)
}
;
• ψsuz0 (0
su)= 0c , ‖∂ψsuz0 /∂s‖ < 2η, and ‖∂ψsuz0 /∂u‖ < 2η.
2. If γc is a C 1-curve tangent to E c everywhere and centered at z0 with radius δ2, then the set
B suz0 (γ
c ,δ2)=
⋃
z∈γc
D suz (δ2)
is a neighborhood of z0, and the family
Dsu(γc )= {D suz (δ2) : z ∈ γc}
is a C 0-foliation on B suz0 (γ
c ,δ2). For any C 1-curve γ⊂ B suz0 (γc ,δ2) that is tangent to the 10−3-cone
field of E c in B suz0 (γ
c ,δ2), the foliationDsu(γc ) is transverse to γ everywhere.
3. For every 0< τ< δ2, there exists 0< τ′ < δ2, such that for any center curve γc centered at a point z0
with radius δ2, if γ1 and γ2 are two C 1-curves tangent to the 10−3-cone field of E c in B suz0 (γ
c ,δ2),
and xi , yi are endpoints of γi for i = 1,2 which satisfying
x1, x2 ∈D suz ′ (δ2), y1, y2 ∈D suz ′′ (δ2), and z ′, z ′′ ∈ γc ,
then the length l (γ1)≥ τ implies l (γ2)≥ τ′.
Proof. Recall thatF sz0 (δ1) is a C
r -submanifold for every z0 ∈M . The bundle F is C 0-close to E u , which
implies Fz is quasi-transverse to E sz for every z ∈M . Since the bundle F is C∞-smooth, the set D suz0 (δ1)
is a C r -submanifold. Moreover, we have
Tz D
su
z0 (δ1)= E sz ⊕Fz , ∀z ∈F sz0 (δ1).
From the uniform continuity, there exists δ2 ∈ (0,δ1], such that
](Tz D suz0 (δ2),E
s
z ⊕E uz )< 2η, ∀z ∈D suz0 (δ2).
The existence of function ψsuz0 is a direct consequence of the property of D
su
z0 (δ2). This proves the first
item.
If γc is C 1-curve tangent to E c everywhere and centered at z0 with radius δ2, then
F csγc (δ2)=
⋃
z∈γc
F sz (δ2)
is an imbedded C 1-submanifold tangent to E s ⊕E c everywhere.
Now we consider the map
Ψ :
(
F |F cs
γc
(δ2)
)
(δ2)=
{
vy : y ∈F csγc (δ2), vy ∈ Fy (δ2)
}
−→M
which is defined asΨ(vy )= expy (vy ) ∈M . For every 0y ∈
(
F |F cs
γc
(δ2)
)
(δ2), we have
DΨ0y : TyF
cs
γc (δ2)⊕Fy = E csy ⊕Fy −→ Ty M = E csy ⊕Fy
satisfies DΨ0y = (i dE csy , i dFy ).
From the inverse function theorem and shrinking δ2 if necessary, Ψ is a diffeomorphism from(
F |F cs
γc
(δ2)
)
(δ2) to its image in M . So B suz0 (γ
c ,δ2) is a neighborhood of z0. Moreover, for every two
points y1 6= y2 ∈F csγc (δ2), we have
Duy1 (δ2)∩Duy2 (δ2)=Ψ(F uy1 (δ2))∩Ψ(F uy1 (δ2))=;.
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So for every z1 6= z2 ∈ γc , sinceF sz1 (δ2)∩F sz2 (δ2)=;, we have
D suz1 (δ2)∩D suz2 (δ2)=;.
That isDsu(γc )= {D suz (δ2) : z ∈ γc } is a C 0-foliation on B suz0 (γc ,δ2). This proves the second item.
Finally, we show that this local foliation is uniformly continuous. We prove it by contradiction.
Assume there exist 0< τ< δ2, a sequence of C 1-curves γcn tangent to E c and centered at zn with radius
δ2, and two sequences of C 1-curves µ1n and µ
2
n tangent to 10
−3-cone field in B suzn (γ
c
n ,δ2), such that
l (µ1n)= τ, and l (µ2n)<
1
n
.
By taking the subsequence, we can assume that
zn → z, γcn → γc , and µ1n →µ1, µ2n → y ∈M ,
where {y}∪µ1 ⊂B suz (γc ,δ2). The curve µ1 satisfies l (µ1)= τ and is tangent to the 10−3-cone field of E c .
So the curve µ1 is transverse to every D suz (δ2) it intersects.
Denote two endpoints of µ1 be y1 and y2. Since Dsu(γc ) is a C 0-foliation transverse to E c every-
where, it is also transverse to µ1, so we have z1 6= z2 ∈ γc , such that y i ∈ D suzi (δ2) for i = 1,2. How-
ever, the point y ∈ D suz1 (δ2)∩D suz2 (δ2), which contradicts that Dsu(γc ) is a foliation. This proves the
lemma.
Remark 4.13. The third item shows that the foliation Dsu(γc ) is uniformly continuous. The constant
l ′ depends only on F and l , and is independent on γc . Actually, the foliation Dsu(γc ) is uniformly
C 1-smooth in B suz0 (γ
c ,δ2). Becasuse the stable foliationF s is uniformly C 1-smooth inF csγc (δ2) and the
bundle F is C∞-smooth, see [32]. We won’t need this property in the future.
Corollary 4.14. Let F be a C∞ u-dimensional plane field satisfying](F,E u)< η< 10−3, and δ2 ∈ (0,δ1]
be the constant in Lemma 4.12. For every t ∈⊔k−1i=0 Ri , we denote
D˜ sut (δ2)=Φ−1
(
D suθ(t )(δ2)
)
.
Then
Dsu(δ2/10)=
{
D˜ sut (δ2)∩θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ2/10) : t ∈
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri
}
is a C 0-foliation of θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ2/10). This foliation satisfies
1. It is transverse to (Φ−1)∗(E c ) everywhere.
2. For every 0< τ< δ2, there exists 0< τ′ < δ2, such that if γ˜ is a C 1-curves tangent to the 10−3-cone
field of (Φ−1)∗(E c ) in θ∗(F s⊕F u)(δ2/10), and x1, x2 are endpoints of γ˜ for i = 1,2 which satisfying
l (γ˜)≥ τ and xi ∈ D˜ suti (δ2), i = 1,2,
then |t1− t2| ≥ τ′.
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4.3 Moving forward by global perturbations
In this subsection, we prove Theorem 2.3. During this subsection, we assume f ∈ PHr (M) with one-
dimensional oriented center bundle E c , and D f preserves the orientation of E c . Let X ∈X r (M) be a
C r vector field which is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u . Let F s and F u are two C∞ bundles that are
C 0-close to E s and E u respectively, where T M = F s ⊕E c ⊕F u is a direct sum. Let θ :⊔k−1i=0 Ri →M be a
periodic normally hyperbolic C 1-leaf immersion, and
θ∗ f : θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1)→ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/2)
be the lifting bundle dynamics.
Denote by X˜ the lifting vector field of X on θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1), and
Fτ = X˜τ ◦θ∗ f : θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1)→ θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1)
be the lifting dynamics of Xτ ◦ f : M →M for every τ ∈ (−τ0,τ0).
Proposition 4.15. Let X be a C r -vector field which is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u on M. There exist
η= η(M , f , X )> 0, a C∞ u-dimensional plane field F satisfying](F,E u)< η, and τ1 = τ1(M , f , X ,η,F )>
0, such that
• let δ2 = δ2(M , f ,η,F )> 0 be the constant in Lemma 4.12 and Corollary 4.14, and
Dsu(δ2/10)=
{
D˜ sut (δ2)∩θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ2/10) : t ∈
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri
}
be the su-foliation on θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ2/10) defined as Corollary 4.14;
• for every τ ∈ (−τ1,τ1), let στ :⊔k−1i=0 Ri → θ∗(F s⊕F u)(δ2/10) be the Fτ-invariant section defined in
Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3;
• let the leaf conjugacy hτ :
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri →
⊔k−1
i=0 στ(Ri ) be defined as
hτ(t )=στ(Ri )∩ D˜ sut (δ2), ∀t ∈Ri ;
then for every i = 0, · · · ,k−1 and Rk =R0, we have
1. for every 0< τ< τ1, there exists ∆τ > 0 such that for every t ∈Ri , if t ′ ∈Ri+1 satisfying
Fτ(hτ(t ))= hτ(t ′), then t ′ > θ∗ f (t )+∆τ ∈Ri+1;
2. for every −τ1 < τ< 0, there exists ∆τ > 0 such that for every t ∈Ri , if t ′ ∈Ri+1 satisfying
Fτ(hτ(t ))= hτ(t ′), then t ′ < θ∗ f (t )−∆τ ∈Ri+1.
In particular, this implies for every t ∈ Ri , if the order on στ(Ri+1) is inherited from Ri+1, then we
have
1. for every 0< τ< τ1, it satisfies Fτ ◦hτ(t )> hτ
(
θ∗ f (t )+∆τ
)
;
2. for every −τ1 < τ< 0, it satisfies Fτ ◦hτ(t )< hτ
(
θ∗ f (t )−∆τ
)
.
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Proof. We only prove the first item of first part with τ> 0. The proof of the case τ< 0 is the same. The
second part of the proposition is a direct corollary of the first part.
Let z ∈ M and we consider the lifting vector field Xz = D exp−1z (X ) which is locally well defined
around the zero of Tz M . For every v ∈ Tz M which is sufficiently close to 0, we denote
Xz (v)= X sz (v)+X cz (v)+X uz (v) ∈ E sz (v)⊕E cz (v)⊕E uz (v)
and X suz (v)= X sz (v)+X uz (v) ∈ E sz (v)⊕E uz (v). We define the order in E cz following the orientation of E cz .
Thus for 0z ∈ Tz M be the zero, we have X cz (0z )> 0 in this order.
Since the vector field X ∈ X r (M) is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u , there exist three constants
δ3 > 0, a0 > 0 and b0 > 0, such that for every z ∈M ,
• for every v su ∈ E sz (δ3)⊕E uz (δ3), the curve exp−1z (v su×E c (δ3)) is tangent to the 10−3-cone field of
E c everywhere;
• the lifting vector field Xz satisfies, for every v ∈ Tz M(δ3)= E sz (δ3)⊕E cz (δ3)⊕E uz (δ3),
‖X cz (v)‖ ≥ b0, and ‖X sz (v)‖+‖X uz (v)‖ < a0‖X cz (v)‖ ≤ 2a0‖X ‖,
where ‖X ‖ = supz∈M ‖X (z)‖.
Notice here these three constants only depend on M , f and X .
Let τ0 and L be constants in Theorem 4.3, and we take the constant
η=min
{
10−3,
b0
8
(
supz∈M ‖D f (z)‖ ·L+L+2a0‖X ‖
)}
Take a C∞ u-dimensional plane field F satisfying ](F,E u) < η. Let δ2 = δ2(M , f ,F,η) > 0 be the con-
stant in Lemma 4.12.
Let δ′ = 10−2 ·min{δ2,δ3}, τ0 be the constant in Theorem 4.3, and
τ′ =min
{
τ0,
δ′
100L · ‖X ‖ · supx∈M ‖D f (x)‖
}
.
For every t ∈ Ri be fixed, we denote z0 = θi (t ). If τ satisfies |τ| < τ′, then Theorem 4.3 implies that
the point qτ =Φ(hτ(t )) ∈D suz0 (δ′) satisfies
exp−1z0 (qτ)= q suτ +qcτ ∈ E suz0 ⊕E cz0 , and ‖q suτ ‖ ≤ L ·τ<
δ′
100 · ‖X ‖ · supz∈M ‖D f (z)‖
.
Moreover, the first item of Lemma 4.12 implies
‖qcτ‖ = ‖ψsuz0 (q suτ )‖ < 2η · ‖q suτ ‖ ≤ 2η ·L ·τ<
2η ·δ′
100 · ‖X ‖ · supx∈M ‖D f (x)‖
,
where ψsuz0 is the function whose graph defines D
su
z0 (δ
′) by the exponential map in Lemma 4.12. Recall
that z0 = θi (t ) and f (z0)= θi+1(θ∗ f (t )). From the definition of τ′ and |τ| < τ′, we have
f (qτ) ∈B f (z0)(δ′/10), and Xτ ◦ f (qτ) ∈B f (z0)(δ′).
If we denote
exp−1f (z0)( f (qτ))= f (qτ)
su + f (qτ)c ∈ E suf (z0)⊕E
c
f (z0)
,
then we have the following claim:
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Claim 4.16. There exists a continuous function ²(·) : R → R+ which only depends on M, f , and X ,
satisfying ²(τ)→ 0 as τ→ 0, such that
• ‖ f (qτ)su‖ <
(‖D f (z0)‖+²(τ)) · ‖q suτ ‖ < (‖D f (z0)‖+²(τ)) ·Lτ;
• ‖ f (qτ)c‖ <
(
‖D f |E cz0‖+²(τ)
)
· ‖qcτ‖ < 2η ·
(
‖D f |E cz0‖+²(τ)
)
·Lτ.
In particular, this implies
f (qτ)
c >−2η ·
(
‖D f |E cz0‖+²(τ)
)
·Lτ.
Proof of the Claim. It is clear that
f (qτ)
su + f (qτ)c = exp−1f (z0) ◦ f ◦expz0 (q
su
τ +qcτ) : Tz0 M −→ T f (z0)M .
Let 0z0 and 0 f (z0) be origins of Tz0 M and T f (z0)M respectively. The derivative of the local diffeomor-
phism exp−1f (z0) ◦ f ◦expz0 satisfies
D
(
exp−1f (z0) ◦ f ◦expz0
)
(0z0 )=D f (z0) : T0z0
(
Tz0 M
)∼= Tz0 M −→ T0 f (z0) (T f (z0)M)∼= T f (z0)M .
Since qτ uniformly converges to z0 as τ→ 0, we have
f (qτ)
su = (D f |E suz0 )(q
su
τ )+o(‖q suτ ‖+‖qcτ‖), and f (qτ)c = (D f |E cz0 )(q
c
τ)+o(‖q suτ ‖+‖qcτ‖).
Here o(‖q suτ ‖+‖qcτ‖)/(‖q suτ ‖+‖qcτ‖) uniformly converges to 0 as τ→ 0. The facts that ‖qcτ‖ < 2η‖q suτ ‖
and ‖q suτ ‖ < Lτ imply the claim.
Now we consider the action of X f (z0),τ on the point ( f (qτ)
su + f (qτ)c ). Denote
X f (z0),τ
(
f (qτ)
su + f (qτ)c
)= exp−1f (z0) (Φ◦Fτ(hτ(t )))= p suτ +pcτ ∈ E suf (z0)⊕E cf (z0).
For every τ> 0, we have
• ‖p suτ ‖ ≤ ‖ f (qτ)su‖+ supv∈T f (z0)M(δ3)
(
‖X sf (z0)(v)‖+‖X
u
f (z0)
(v)‖
)
·τ< ‖ f (qτ)su‖+2a0‖X ‖ ·τ;
• pcτ ≥−‖ f (qτ)c‖+ infv∈T f (z0)M(δ3) ‖X cf (z0)(v)‖ ·τ≥−‖ f (qτ)
c‖+b0 ·τ.
This implies
‖p suτ ‖ ≤
[(‖D f (z0)‖+²(τ)) ·L+2a0‖X ‖] ·τ, and pcτ > b0 ·τ−2η[·(‖D f |E cz0‖+²(τ)) ·L] ·τ.
There exists 0< τ1 < τ′, such that for every |τ| ≤ τ1, it satisfies
0≤ ²(τ)< 1, and
[(
sup
z∈M
‖D f (z)‖+1
)
·L+2a0‖X ‖
]
· |τ| < δ′.
Let D suf (z0)(δ
′) be the disk defined by F as Lemma 4.12, and ψsuf (z0) be the function whose graph defines
D suf (z0)(δ
′) by the exponential map. Since
η≤ b0
8
(
supz∈M ‖D f (z)‖ ·L+L+2a0‖X ‖
) , and |τ| < τ1,
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we have
pcτ−ψsuf (z0)(p
su
τ )> b0 ·τ−2η
[
·
(
‖D f |E cz0‖+1
)
·L
]
·τ−2η · ‖p suτ ‖
> b0 ·τ−2η ·
[
2
(
sup
z∈M
‖D f (z)‖+1
)
·L+2a0‖X ‖
]
·τ
> b0 ·τ− b0
2
·τ= b0
2
·τ> 0.
This implies the point
exp f (z0)
(
p suτ +pcτ
)= Xτ ◦ f (hτ(t ))=Φ(Fτ(hτ(t )))
belongs to D su
θi+1(t ′)
for some t ′ ∈Ri+1 with t ′ > θ∗ f (t ).
Moreover, since the segment
exp f (z0)
({
p suτ + vc : ϕsuf (z0)(p
su
τ )≤ vc ≤ pcτ
})
is tangent to the 10−3-cone field of E c with length uniformly bounded from zero, the second item of
Corollary 4.14 shows that there exists ∆τ > 0 satisfying t ′−θ∗ f (t )>∆τ.
Remark 4.17. Notice here the constant ∆τ is independent of the choice of periodic center curves θ :⊔k−1
i=0 Ri →M and its period k.
Applying this proposition, we can prove Theorem 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. For every x ∈Ω( f ), if x ∈ Per( f ), then we can choose τn ≡ 0 and pn ≡ x. Oth-
erwise, for the vector field X ∈X r (M) which is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u , let F be the C∞ plane
field on M and τ1 be the constant both decided by Proposition 4.15. Then for every n > 1/τ1, let ∆1/n
be the number associated to τ= 1/n as Proposition 4.15.
For x ∈Ω( f ) \ Per( f ), Proposition 3.1 implies there exists a complete C 1-curve θ : R→ M tangent
to E c everywhere, which is k-periodic for some k > 0, and satisfies
y = θ(0) ∈Bx (1/n), and f k (y)= θ(t0) with |t0| <∆1/n .
If t0 = 0, then y is a periodic point. We assume −∆1/n < t0 < 0. The proof for 0< t0 <∆1/n is the same.
Now we consider the fiber bundle dynamics θ∗ f and its perturbation F1/n = X˜1/n ◦θ∗ f defined on
θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ1/C1). Let h1/n : ⊔k−1i=0 Ri → ⊔k−1i=0 σ1/n(Ri ) be the leaf conjugacy defined as Proposition
4.15. Then for 0 ∈R=R0, Proposition 4.15 shows that on σ1/n(R0),
F k1/n (h1/n(0))> F k−11/n
(
h1/n
(
θ∗ f (0)
))> ·· · · · · > F1/n (h1/n (θ∗ f k−1(0)))
> h1/n
(
θ∗ f k (0)+∆1/n
)
= h1/n(t0+∆1/n)
> h1/n(0).
Recall that F0 = θ∗ f and θ∗ f k (0) < 0. Since στ vary continuously with respect to τ, there exists
τn ∈ (0,1/n), such that F kτn (0)= 0. Let pn =Φ
(
hτn (0)
)
, then we have
(
Xτn ◦ f
)k (pn)= pn .
Moreover, Theorem 4.3 shows that d(y, pn) < L ·τn , which implies d(x, pn) < (L+1)/n. Let n tend to
infinity and we prove the theorem.
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4.4 Local dominated dynamics
In this subsection, we prove Lemma 4.18, which is the key for proving Theorem 2.1. During this sub-
section, we only assume f ∈ PHr(M) with dimE c = 1.
Recall that for every z ∈ M , the function ϕsz : E sz (δ0) → E cz (δ0)⊕ E uz (δ0) defines the local stable
manifold of z asF sz (δ0)= expz
(
Graph(ϕsz )
)
. Lemma 2.3 shows that ϕsz (0
s
z )= 0cuz , and for every η > 0,
there exists 0< δη ≤ δ0, such that ‖∂ϕsz /∂s(v s)‖ < η for every v s ∈ E sz (δη).
Moreove, let the map ϕsuz : E
s
z (δ0)⊕E uz (δ0)→ E cz (δ0) be defined as
ϕsuz (v
su)=picz ◦ϕsz ◦pisz (v su), ∀v su ∈ E sz (δ0)⊕E uz (δ0).
From the definition of ϕsuz , it satisfies
ϕsuz (0
su
z )= 0cz , ‖∂ϕsuz /∂u‖ ≡ 0, and ‖∂ϕsuz /∂s(v su)‖ ≡ ‖∂ϕsz /∂s(pisz (v su))‖.
The following lemma is the key for proving Theorem 2.1. It is deduced from the partial hyperbol-
icity of f , and the action of D f |E u dominates D f |E c .
Lemma 4.18. There exist two constants δ4 > 0 and η1 > 0, which both depend only on M and f , satis-
fying the following properties:
1. For every y ∈M, let
γy : E
c
y (δ4)→ E sy (δ4)⊕E uy (δ4), and γ f (y) : E cf (y)(δ4)→ E sf (y)(δ4)⊕E uf (y)(δ4)
be two C 1-maps which satisfy ‖∂γy /∂c‖ < η1 and ‖∂γ f (y)/∂c‖ < η1, then
• the graph of γy intersect with the graph of ϕsuy with a unique point w1, i.e. there exist a
unique point w1 =w s1+wc1 +wu1 ∈ Ty M(δ4) and a unique vector vu1 ∈ E uy (δ4), such that
w s1+wu1 = γy (wc1), and wc1 +wu1 =ϕsy (w s1)+ vu1 ;
• the graph of γ f (y) intersect with the graph of ϕ
su
f (y) with a unique point w2, i.e. there exist a
unique point w2 =w s2+wc2+wu2 ∈ T f (y)M(δ4) and a unique vector vu2 ∈ E uf (y)(δ4), such that
w s2+wu2 = γ f (y)(wc2), and wc2 +wu2 =ϕsf (y)(w s2)+ vu2 .
2. We fix two orientations of E cy and E
c
f (y), such that D f (y) preserves the orientations. The orders on
E cy and E
c
f (y) are defined by these orientations. For every 0< θ ≤ 1, let z1 = zs1+ zc1+ zu1 ∈ Ty M(δ4)
which is defined as
zc1 =wc1 −θη1 · ‖vu1 ‖ =wc1 −θη1 · ‖wu1 −piuy ◦ϕsy (w s1)‖, and zs1+ zu1 = γy (zc1).
If we assume the point exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦ expy (z1) is contained in T f (y)M(δ4), and denote exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦
expy (z1)= f (z1)s + f (z1)c + f (z1)u , then it satisfies
f (z1)
c −picf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)( f (z1)s)≥−θη1 ·
1−η1
1+η1
·
∥∥∥ f (z1)u −piuf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)( f (z1)s)∥∥∥
≥−θη1 · ‖D f (y)‖ ·‖vu1 ‖.
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3. Furthermore, let X f (y) be a vector field defined on T f (y)M(δ4) which satisfies X
c
f (y)(v)≥ 0, and
‖X sf (y)(v)‖+‖X uf (y)(v)‖ ≤ 3η1 ·X cf (y)(v), ∀v ∈ T f (y)M(δ4).
Here X f (y)(v) = X sf (y)(v)+ X cf (y)(v)+ X uf (y)(v) ∈ E sf (y)(v)⊕E cf (y)(v)⊕E uf (y)(v) is the canonical de-
composition. If for some τ> 0, the point
z2 = zs2+ zc2+ zu2 = X f (y),τ ◦exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦expy (z1)
is also contained in T f (y)M(δ4), and satisfies z
s
2+ zu2 = γ f (y)(zc2), then we have
zc2 ≥wc2 −θη1‖vu2 ‖ =wc2 −θη1
∥∥∥wu2 −piuf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(w s2)∥∥∥ .
Remark 4.19. Notice here that the vector field X f (y) may vanish at some region of T f (y)M(δ2) or vanish
at the whole T f (y)M(δ2).
Proof. Let
η1 =min
{
inf
z∈M
‖D f |E sz‖
1000
, 4
√
inf
z∈M
m(D f |E uz )
‖D f |E cz ‖
−1
}
and choose δ4 small enough such that ‖∂ϕsz /∂s(v s)‖ < η1 for every z ∈M and v s ∈ E sz (δ4). This imples
‖∂ϕsuz /∂s(v su)‖ < η1, ∀z ∈M , ∀v su ∈ E sz (δ4)⊕E uz (δ4).
The graph of γy is contained in Ty M(δ4) and tangent to the η1-cone field of E cy everywhere. So
the transversality between E cy and E
s
y ⊕E uy implies there exists a unique point w1 = w s1+wc1 +wu1 ∈
Graph(ψsuy )∩Graph(γy ). Thus we have w s1 +wu1 = γy (wc1) and wc1 = picy ◦ϕsy (w s1). The vector vu1 =
wu1 −piuy ◦ϕsy (w s1). The proof for w2 is the same. This proves the first item of the lemma.
We begin to prove the second item, and we will shrink δ4 during the proof. Let 0< θ ≤ 1 be fixed,
and z1 = zs1+ zc1+ zu1 ∈ Ty M(δ4) be the point satisfying
zc1 =wc1 −θη1 · ‖vu1 ‖ =wc1 −θη1 · ‖wu1 −piuy ◦ϕsy (w s1)‖, and zs1+ zu1 = γy (zc1).
Considering the point exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦expy (z1), Lemma 2.3 shows that
exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦expy
({
v s +ϕsy (v s) : v s ∈ E sy (δ4)
})
⊆
{
v s +ϕsf (y)(v s) : v s ∈ E sf (y)(λδ4)
}
.
If we denote r1 = r s1+r c1+r u1 =w1−vu1 , then it satisfies r s1 =w s1, r c1 =wc1 , and r c1+r u1 =ϕsy (r s1). Moreover,
the point
r2 = r s2 + r c2 + r u2 = exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦expy (r1)
satisfies ‖r s2‖ <λδ4 and r c2 + r u2 =ϕsf (y)(r s2).
The lemma assumed that exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦expy (z1)= f (z1)s+ f (z1)c+ f (z1)u ∈ T f (y)M(δ4). We have the
following claim.
Claim 4.20. There exists a function ε(·) :R+→R+ which only depends on M and f , satisfying ε(δ4)→ 0
as δ4 → 0, such that
• f (z1)c − r c2 ≥−‖D f |E cy‖ · (θη1‖vu1 ‖)−ε(δ4) · ‖vu1 ‖;
• ‖ f (z1)s − r s2‖ ≤ ‖D f |E sy‖ · (θη21‖vu1 ‖)+ε(δ4) · ‖vu1 ‖;
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• (1−θη21)m(D f |E uy ) · ‖vu1 ‖−ε(δ4) · ‖vu1 ‖ ≤ ‖ f (z1)u − r u2 ‖ ≤ (1+θη21)‖D f |E uy ‖ ·‖vu1 ‖+ε(δ4) · ‖vu1 ‖.
Proof of the Claim. From the definition of points r1, w1, z1, and ‖∂γy /∂c‖ < η1, we have
zc1− r c1 =−θη1‖vu1 ‖, ‖zs1− r s1‖ ≤ θη21‖vu1 ‖, ‖vu1 ‖−θη21‖vu1 ‖ ≤ ‖zu1 − r u1 ‖ ≤ ‖vu1 ‖+θη21‖vu1 ‖.
In particular, we have ‖z1− r1‖ < 10‖vu1 ‖.
Since D(exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦expy )(0y ) =D fy : T0y (Ty M) ∼= Ty M −→ T0 f (y) (T f (y)M) ∼= T f (y)M , there exists a
function ε(·) : R+→ R+ which satisfies ε(δ4) → 0 as δ4 → 0, such that for every y1, y2 ∈ Ty M(δ4), and
every i = s,c,u, we have∥∥∥piif (y) (exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦expy (y1)−exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦expy (y2))− (D f |E iy )(piiy (y1− y2))∥∥∥≤ ε(δ4)10 ‖y1− y2‖.
The function ε(·) only depends on M and f . Thus we apply this estimation to z1 and r1, which deduces
the claim.
Now we shrink δ4 sufficiently small, such that for every 0< δ≤ δ4, it satisfies
0< ε(δ)< 10−2 ·η41.
Then from this claim, we have the following estimation about the position of exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦ expy (z1),
which proves the second item of this lemma.
Figure 1: Domination of local action
Claim 4.21. Let the point r3 = r s3+r c3+r u3 ∈ T f (y)M(δ4) be defined as r s3 = f (z1)s and r c3+r u3 =ϕsf (y)(r s3).
That is
r c3 =picf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)( f (z1)s) and r u3 =piuf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)( f (z1)s).
Then we have the following estimation
f (z1)
s − r c3 ≥−θη1 ·
1−η1
1+η1
· ‖ f (z1)u − r u3 ‖ ≥−θη1 · ‖D f (y)‖ ·‖vu1 ‖.
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Proof of the Claim. From the definition r s3 = f (z1)s and Claim 4.20, we have
‖r s3 − r s2‖ ≤ ‖D f |E sy‖ · (θη21‖vu1 ‖)+ε(δ4) · ‖vu1 ‖.
Since both r2 and r3 are on the graph of ϕsf (y), and ‖∂ϕsf (y)/∂s‖ < η1, we have
‖r c2 − r c3‖ <
(
θη31‖D f |E sy‖+η1ε(δ4)
)
· ‖vu1 ‖, and ‖r u2 − r u3 ‖ <
(
θη31‖D f |E sy‖+η1ε(δ4)
)
· ‖vu1 ‖.
This implies
‖ f (z1)u − r u3 ‖ ≤ ‖ f (z1)u − r u2 ‖+‖r u2 − r u3 ‖
≤ (1+θη21)‖D f |E uy ‖ ·‖vu1 ‖+ε(δ4) · ‖vu1 ‖+ (θη31‖D f |E sy‖+η1ε(δ4)) · ‖vu1 ‖
≤ (1+θη21+θη31+η41+η51) · ‖D f (y)‖ ·‖vu1 ‖
≤ 1+η1
1−η1
· ‖D f (y)‖ ·‖vu1 ‖.
We apply the estimation between r2 and exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦expy (z1) in Claim 4.20. Sinceη1 ≤ 10−3‖D f |E sy‖
and ε(δ4)< 10−2η41, we have
f (z1)
c − r c3 ≥ f (z1)c − r c2 −‖r c2 − r c3‖
≥−‖D f |E cy‖ · (θη1‖vu1 ‖)−ε(δ4) · ‖vu1 ‖−
(
θη31‖D f |E sy‖+η1ε(δ4)
)
· ‖vu1 ‖
≥−
(
θη1 · ‖D f |E cy‖+ (θ+1)η31‖D f |E sy‖
)
· ‖vu1 ‖
≥−θη1(1+η1)‖D f |E cy‖ ·‖vu1 ‖
and
‖ f (z1)u − r u3 ‖ ≥ ‖ f (z1)u − r u2 ‖−‖r u2 − r u3 ‖
≥m(D f |E uy ) ·
(‖vu1 ‖−θη21‖vu1 ‖)−ε(δ4) · ‖vu1 ‖− (θη31‖D f |E sy‖+η1ε(δ4)) · ‖vu1 ‖
≥
[
m(D f |E uy )
(
1− (1+θ)η21
)−2ε(δ4)] · ‖vu1 ‖
≥ (1−η1)m(D f |E uy ) · ‖vu1 ‖
Recall that we have 0< η1 ≤ 4
√
infz∈M [m(D f |E uz )/‖D f |E cz ‖]−1, which implies
‖D f |E cy‖ · (1+η1)
m(D f |E uy )(1−η1)
≤ 1−η1
1+η1
.
Thus we have
f (z1)
c − r c3 ≥−θη1 ·
1−η1
1+η1
· ‖ f (z1)u − r u3 ‖ ≥−θη1 · ‖D f (y)‖ ·‖vu1 ‖.
Now we prove the third item of the lemma. Let X be the vector field and consider the point z2 =
X f (y),τ(exp
−1
f (y) ◦ f ◦expy (z1)). Since we have assumed that
‖X sf (y)(v)‖+‖X uf (y)(v)‖ ≤ 3η1 ·X cf (y)(v), ∀v ∈ T f (y)M(δ4),
it implies
zc2− f (z1)c ≥
1
3η1
· (‖zs2− f (z1)s‖+‖zu2 − f (z1)u‖) .
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Claim 4.22. Let the point r4 = r s4 + r c4 + r u4 ∈ T f (y)M(δ4) be defined as r s4 = zs2 and r c4 + r u4 = ϕsf (y)(r s4).
Then it satisfies
zc2− r c4 ≥−θη1 ·
1−η1
1+η1
· ‖zu2 − r u4 ‖.
Proof of the Claim. In the center direction, it satisfies
zc2− r c4 =(zc2− f (z1)c )+ ( f (z1)c − r c3 )+ (r c3 − r c4 )
≥(zc2− f (z1)c )+ ( f (z1)c − r c3 )−‖∂ϕsf (y)/∂s‖ ·‖r s3 − r s4‖
≥(zc2− f (z1)c )+ ( f (z1)c − r c3 )−η1 · ‖ f (z1)s − zs2‖
≥(1−3η21) · (zc2− f (z1)c )+ ( f (z1)c − r c3 ).
Meanwhile, in the unstable direction, it satisfies
‖zu2 − r u4 ‖ ≥−‖zu2 − f (z1)u‖+‖ f (z1)u − r u3 ‖−‖r u3 − r u4 ‖
≥− (3η1) · (zc2− f (z1)c )+‖ f (z1)u − r u3 ‖−η1 · ‖ f (z1)s − zs2‖
≥− (3η1+3η21) · (zc2− f (z1)c )+‖ f (z1)u − r u3 ‖.
Thus we have
−θη1 · 1−η1
1+η1
· ‖zu2 − r u4 ‖ ≤−θη1 ·
1−η1
1+η1
· [−(3η1+3η21) · (zc2− f (z1)c)+‖ f (z1)u − r u3 ‖]
≤η1 ·
(
zc2− f (z1)c
)−θη1 · 1−η1
1+η1
‖ f (z1)u − r u3 ‖
Notice that 1−3η21 > η1 and zc2 −picf (y) ◦ exp−1f (y) ◦ f ◦ expy (z1) ≥ 0. Thus the estimation of zc2 − r c4 and
Claim 4.21 implies
−θη1 · 1−η1
1+η1
· ‖zu2 − r u4 ‖ ≤ zc2− r c4 ,
which proves the claim.
There are two possibilities for the position of z2:
Case 1. zc2 ≥picf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(zs2).
In this case, the curve defined by the graph of γ f (y) : E
c
f (y)(δ4)→ E sf (y)(δ4)⊕E uf (y)(δ4) that passing
through z2 will intersects with the set{
v s + vu +picf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(v s) : v s + vu ∈ E sf (y)(δ4)⊕E uf (y)(δ4)
}
with a unique point w2. The fact that wc2 =picf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(w s2) implies zc2 ≥wc2 . Thus we must have
zc2 ≥wc2 −θη1 ·
∥∥∥wu2 −piuf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(w s2)∥∥∥ ,
which proves the lemma in this case.
Case 2. zc2 <picf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(zs2).
In this case, we need a more delicate estimation. The curve which is defined by the graph of γ f (y) :
E cf (y)(δ4)→ E sf (y)(δ4)⊕E uf (y)(δ4), and passing through z2, intersects the set{
v s + vu +picf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(v s) : v s + vu ∈ E sf (y)(δ4)⊕E uf (y)(δ4)
}
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with a unique point w2 =w s2+wc2 +wu2 satisfying wc2 =picf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(w s2).
In particular, since zc2 < picf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(zs2), we have wc2 > zc2. To prove the lemma, we only need to
show that
zc2−wc2 ≥−θη1
∥∥∥wu2 −piuf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(w s2)∥∥∥ .
We have the following estimations:
‖wu2 −piuf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(w s2)‖ ≥−‖wu2 − zu2 ‖+‖zu2 − r u4 ‖−‖r u4 −piuf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(w s2)‖
≥−η1(wc2 − zc2)+‖zu2 − r u4 ‖−η1 · ‖r s4 −w s2‖
Since ‖r s4 −w s2‖ = ‖zs2−w s2‖ ≤ η1(wc2 − zc2), we have
‖wu2 −piuf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(w s2)‖ ≥ ‖zu2 − r u4 ‖− (η1+η21) · (wc2 − zc2).
So we only need to prove that
zc2−wc2 ≥
−θη1
1+θη21+θη31
‖zu2 − r u4 ‖,
which implies zc2−wc2 ≥−θη1
(‖zu2 − r u4 ‖− (θη1+θη21) · (wc2 − zc2)) and the lemma.
On the other hand, we have
zc2−wc2 ≥ zc2− r c4 −‖r c4 −wc2‖ ≥ zc2− r c4 −η1 · ‖r s4 −w s2‖
= zc2− r c4 −η1 · ‖zs2−w s2‖ ≥ zc2− r c4 −η21 · (wc2 − zc2)
Notice that 1−η1 < 1−η21 and 1+θη21+θη31 < 1+η1. Then Claim 4.22 implies
zc2−wc2 ≥
1
1−η21
· (zc2− r c4 ) ≥
1
1−η21
· (−θη1) · 1−η1
1+η1
· ‖zu2 − r u4 ‖ ≥
−θη1
1+θη21+θη31
‖zu2 − r u4 ‖
≥ −θη1 ·
∥∥∥wu2 −piuf (y) ◦ϕsf (y)(w s2)∥∥∥ .
This finishes the proof of the lemma.
4.5 Moving forward by local perturbations
In this subsection, we prove Theorem 2.1. We need to construct the local perturbation vector field X
and re-choose the u-dimensional plane field F . In this subsection, we only assume f ∈ PHr (M) with
dimE c = 1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. From the assumption of Theorem 2.1, for x ∈Ω( f )\Per( f ), there exists an open
neighborhood U of x with E c |U is orientable, such that for every pair of points y, f k (y) ∈U , D f k (y)
preserves the orientation of E c |U . Since U is open, there exists ε0 > 0, such that Bx (5ε0)⊂U .
There are two possibilities: either E c is orientable, or E c is non-orientable.
Case 1. E c is orientable.
We fix an orientation of E c , and the orientation of E c |U coincides with this orientation. In this
case, there are also two possibilities, either D f preserves the orientation of E c , or D f reverses the
orientation of E c . If D f reverses the orientation of E c , then the assumption that D f k (y) preserves the
orientation of E c |U for every y, f k (y) ∈U implies k must be even. Thus x ∈ Ω( f 2) \ Per( f 2). We can
always apply Proposition 3.1 to the point x.
Let the constants δ4 and η1 decided in Lemma 4.18, we shrink δ4 such that 0< δ4 ≤ ε0. Let X be a
C∞ vector field defined on M , which satisfies:
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1. The support of X is contained in Bx (3ε0): supp(X )⊂Bx (3ε0)⊂U ;
2. For every z ∈ supp(X ), X (z) is positively transverse to E sz ⊕E uz , and the decomposition X (z) =
X s(z)+X c (z)+X u(z) ∈ E sz ⊕E cz ⊕E uz satisfies
‖X s(z)‖+‖X u(z)‖ < η1‖X c (z)‖ ≤ 2η1‖X ‖.
3. There exists b1 > 0, such that 2b1 ≤ ‖X c (z)‖ for every z ∈Bx (2ε0).
For the vector field X ∈X∞(M), let L be the constant in Theorem 4.3 associated to X . We want
to show that for every n large enough, there exist τn ∈ (−1/n,1/n) and pn ∈ Per(Xτn ◦ f ), such that
d(x, pn)< (1+L)/n.
Let
η= 1
100
·min
{
η1,
b1
L · supz∈M ‖D f (z)‖+‖X ‖
}
∈ (0,10−3) , (4.1)
and F be a C∞ u-dimensional plane field on M which satisfying
](F,E u)=max
x∈M
max
v∈Fx ,‖v‖=1
dTx M (v,E
u
x )< η. (4.2)
Let δ2 = δ2(M , f ,F,η) be the constant in Lemma 4.12. We still denote D suz (δ2) =
⋃
y∈F sz (δ2) D
u
y (δ2) =⋃
y∈F sz (δ2) expy (Fy (δ2)).
For every family of complete periodic center curves θ :
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri → M and the fiber dynamics θ∗ f ,
we consider the invariant section στ of Fτ = X˜τ ◦θ∗ f . Theorem 4.2 shows that invariant section στ
converge to the zero-section in C 1-topology as τ tends to zero. So we have the following claim.
Claim 4.23. There exists τ2 = τ2(M , f , X ,η1)> 0, such that for every family of complete periodic center
curves θ and every τ ∈ (−τ2,τ2), the shadowing curvesΦ◦στ (Ri ) , i = 0, · · · ,k−1 are tangent to the η1/2-
cone field of E c everywhere.
There exists δ5 = δ5(M , f , X ,η1) > 0, such that for every |τ| < min{τ2,δ5/100L} and t ∈ Ri , there
exists a C 1-map γc : E c
θi (t )
(δ5)→ E sθi (t )(δ5)⊕E
u
θi (t )
(δ5) satisfying ‖∂γc /∂c‖ ≤ η1, such that
exp−1θi (t ) ◦Φ◦στ ((t −3δ5, t +3δ5))∩Tθi (t )M(δ5)=Graph(γ
c )=
{
vc +γc (vc ) : vc ∈ E cθi (t )(δ5)
}
.
This means the shadowing curve is tangent to η1-cone field of E c in the local chart of exponential
maps.
Let 0< δ< 10−2 ·min{δ2,δ4,δ5} be a constant, which satisfies
1. for every z ∈ Bx (ε0) and v ∈ Tz M(δ), the vector field Xz (v) = D exp−1z (X )(v) = X sz (v)+ X cz (v)+
X uz (v) satisfies
‖X sz (v)‖+‖X uz (v)‖ ≤ 3η1‖X cz (v)‖ ≤ 9η1‖X ‖, and b1 ≤ ‖X cz (v)‖ ≤ 3‖X ‖;
2. for every z ∈M and v s ∈ E sz (δ), we have ‖∂ϕsz (v)/∂s‖ < η, where the graph of ϕsz defines the local
stable manifold of z.
For every n ∈ N satisfying 1/n < δ/(100L · supz∈M ‖D f (z)‖), we consider the perturbation diffeomor-
phism X1/n ◦ f .
Let∆n > 0 be the constant in Corollary 4.14 associated to b1/2n, such that if γ is a segment tangent
to 10−3-cone field of E c with length b1/2n, and x1, x2 be two endpoints ofγ satisfyingΦ−1(xi ) ∈ D˜ suti (δ2)
for i = 1,2, then we have |t1− t2| >∆n in Ri .
Now we apply Proposition 3.1 to the point x ∈ Ω( f ) \ Per( f ) or Ω( f 2) \ Per( f 2). In either way, we
have the following claim.
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Claim 4.24. For every n > 0, there exist a complete periodic center curves θ : ⊔ki=0Ri → M and cor-
responding induced diffeomorphism θ∗ f :
⊔k
i=0Ri →
⊔k
i=0Ri defined as Lemma 4.1, such that f ◦θ =
θ ◦θ∗ f . Moreover, the zero 00 ∈R0 and y = θ(00) satisfy
d(x, y)< 1/n, f k (y)= θ(sn), and |sn | <∆n .
If sn = 0, then y is a periodic point and we are done. We assume −∆n < sn < 0. The proof for
0< sn <∆n is the same.
Definition 4.25. For every t ∈Ri , let D˜ sut (δ2)=Φ−1
(
D su
θ(t )(δ2)
)
and
Dsu(δ)=
{
D˜ sut (δ2)∩θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ) : t ∈
k−1⊔
i=0
Ri
}
be the su-foliation on θ∗(F s ⊕F u)(δ) defined as Corollary 4.14. For every τ ∈ (−τ2,τ2), we define the
leaf conjugacy hτ :
⊔k−1
i=0 Ri →
⊔k−1
i=0 στ(Ri ) as
hτ(t ) = στ(Ri )∩ D˜ sut (δ2), ∀t ∈Ri ;
For every t ∈Ri , we denote ψsuθ(t ) : E sθ(t )(δ)⊕E uθ(t )(δ)→ E cθ(t )(δ) the C 1-map whose graph satisfies{
v su +ψsuθ(t )(v su) : v su ∈ E sθ(t )(δ)⊕E uθ(t )(δ)
}
= exp−1θ(t )
(
D suθ(t )(δ2)
)
∩Tθ(t )M(δ).
The definition and property of D su
θ(t )(δ2) implies that
• Φ◦hτ(t )=D suθ(t )(δ2)∩Φ◦στ((t −3δ, t +3δ));
• ‖∂ψsu
θ(t )/∂s‖ < 2η, and ‖∂ψsuθ(t )/∂u‖ < 2η.
Let 0i ∈ Ri be the zero point of Ri for i = 0, · · · ,k −1. We denote γi : E cθ(0i )(δ)→ E
s
θ(0i )
(δ)⊕E u
θ(0i )
(δ)
be the C 1-map satisfying(
exp−1θ(0i ) ◦Φ◦σ1/n((0i −3δ,0i +3δ))
)⋂
Tθ(0i )M(δ)=Graph(γi )=
{
vc +γi (vc ) : vc ∈ E cθ(0i )(δ)
}
.
It satisfies ‖∂γi /∂c‖ ≤ η1. The graph of γi intersects the set{
v s + vu +picθ(0i ) ◦ϕ
s
θ(0i )
(v s) : v s + vu ∈ E sθ(0i )(δ)⊕E
u
θ(0i )
(δ)
}
⊂ Tθ(0i )M(δ),
with a unique point wi = w si +wci +wui . Here the graph of ϕsθ(0i ) defines the local stable manifold of
θ(0i ) in Tθ(0i )M(δ). Corollary 4.11 shows that
‖wui −piuθ(0i ) ◦ϕ
s
θ(0i )
(w si )‖ ≤ L/n.
There exists a unique point zi ∈Φ◦σ1/n((0i−3δ,0i+3δ)), where exp−1θ(0i )(zi )= z
s
i+zci +zui ∈ Tθ(0i )M(δ)
satisfies
zci =wci −3η · ‖wui −piuθ(0i ) ◦ϕ
s
θ(0i )
(w si )‖, and zsi + zui = γi (zci ).
For every i = 0, · · · ,k−1, we denote ti ∈ (0i −3δ,0i +3δ)⊂Ri the point satisfyingΦ◦h1/n(ti )= zi , i.e.
zi =D suθ(ti )(δ2)tΦ◦σ1/n((0i −3δ,0i +3δ)).
For the zero 00 ∈R0 and the point h1/n(00), we have the following claim.
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Claim 4.26. Let the orientation of σ1/n(R0) be induced by R0, then z0 ≤ h1/n(00) in σ1/n(R0). This
implies t0 ≤ 00 in R0.
Proof of the Claim. We only need to show that zc0 ≤ψsuθ(00)(z
s
0+ zu0 ). Since ‖∂γ0/∂c‖ < η1, we have
‖zs0−w s0‖ ≤ η1 ·3η‖wu0 −piuθ(00) ◦ϕ
s
θ(00)
(w s0)‖, ‖zu0 −wu0 ‖ ≤ η1 ·3η‖wu0 −piuθ(00) ◦ϕ
s
θ(00)
(wu0 )‖.
From the fact that ‖∂ψsu
θ(t )/∂u‖ < 2η, andψsuθ(00)(w
s
0+piuθ(00)◦ϕ
s
θ(00)
(w s0))=picθ(00)◦ϕ
s
θ(00)
(w s0), we have
the estimation
ψsuθ(00)(z
s
0+ zu0 )≥ψsuθ(00)
(
w s0+piuθ(00) ◦ϕ
s
θ(00)
(w s0)
)
−2η · ‖zs0−w s0‖−2η · ‖zu0 −piuθ(00) ◦ϕ
s
θ(00)
(w s0)‖
≥picθ(00) ◦ϕ
s
θ(00)
(w s0)−2η · ‖zs0−w s0‖−2η · ‖zu0 −wu0 ‖−2η · ‖wu0 −piuθ(00) ◦ϕ
s
θ(00)
(w s0)‖
≥wc0 −2η · (1+3η1) · ‖wu0 −piuθ(00) ◦ϕ
s
θ(00)
(w s0)‖
Since
η1 ¿ 1/6, and zc0 =wc0 −3η · ‖wu0 −piuθ(00) ◦ϕ
s
θ(00)
(w s0)‖,
This shows ψsu
θ(00)
(zs0+ zu0 )≥ zc0.
Now we let the orientation of E c
θ(0i )
in Tθ(0i )M(δ) is induced D f
i
θ(00)
(E c
θ(00)
) for every i = 1, · · · ,k−1.
With this orientation, we can see that the vector field Xθ(0i ) = D exp−1θ(0i )(X ) is non-negative in the
center direction and satisfies the assumption in Lemma 4.18. (Notice here this orientation may be not
fit the orientation of E c ). Lemma 4.18 shows that
picθ(0i+1) ◦exp
−1
θ(0i+1) ◦X1/n ◦ f (zi )> z
c
i+1, i = 0,1, · · · ,k−2.
This implies
F1/n ◦h1/n(ti )≥ h1/n(ti+1), ∀i = 0,1, · · · ,k−2. (4.3)
Here the order on σ(Ri+1) is induced by the order of Ri+1. Again, if D f reverses the orientation of E c ,
then the order of Ri is reversing to the order of E c when i is odd, and the period k is even.
Moreover, if we denote
exp−1θ(sn )
(
f (zk−1)
)= exp−1f k◦θ(00) ( f (zk−1))= f (zk−1)s + f (zk−1)c + f (zk−1)u ∈ Tθ(sn )M(δ),
then Item 2 of Lemma 4.18 implies
f (zk−1)c −picθ0(sn ) ◦ϕ
s
θ0(sn )
( f (zk−1)s)≥−3η · ‖D f (θ(0k−1))‖ ·‖wuk−1−piuθ(0k−1) ◦ϕ
s
θ(0k−1)(w
s
k−1)‖
≥−3η · L
n
· ‖D f (θ(0k−1))‖.
Now we consider the action of the vector field Xθ(sn ) =D exp−1θ(sn )(X ) with time 1/n. Denote
zk = X1/n ◦ f (zk−1), and exp−1θ(sn )(zk )= z
s
k + zck + zuk ∈ Tθ(sn )M(δ).
We have the following claim:
Claim 4.27. The point zk satisfies
zck >ψsuθ(sn )(z
s
k + zuk )+
b1
2n
.
This implies there exists tk > 00 in R0, such that zk =Φ◦h1/n(tk ).
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Poof of the Claim. We have the following estimations:
zck =picθ(sn ) ◦Xθ(sn ),1/n ◦exp
−1
θ(sn )
( f (zk−1))≥ f (zk−1)c +b1 ·
1
n
≥picθ(sn ) ◦ϕ
s
θ(sn )
( f (zk−1)s)−3η ·
L
n
· ‖D f (θ(0k−1))‖+b1 ·
1
n
Since ‖ f (zk−1)s‖ ≤ ‖zsk−1‖ ≤ L/n, we have zck ≥
(
b1−4ηL · ‖D f (θ(0k−1))‖
)
/n.
On the other hand, we have
‖zsk + zuk ‖ ≤ ‖ f (zk−1)s + f (zk−1)u‖+
9η1
n
· ‖X ‖
≤ 10 sup
z∈M
‖D f (z)‖ ·‖zsk−1+ zuk−1‖+
9η1
n
· ‖X ‖
≤ 1
n
·
(
10L sup
z∈M
‖D f (z)‖+‖X ‖
)
This implies
ψsuθ(sn )
(
zsk + zuk
)≤ 2η
n
·
(
10L sup
z∈M
‖D f (z)‖+‖X ‖
)
Thus we have
zck ≥
1
n
· (b1−4ηL · ‖D f (θ(0k−1))‖)+ψsuθ(sn )(zsk + zuk )− 2ηn ·
(
10L sup
z∈M
‖D f (z)‖+‖X ‖
)
≥ψsuθ(sn )(z
s
k + zuk )+
b1
n
− η
n
·
(
24L sup
z∈M
‖D f (z)‖+2‖X ‖
)
Recall that η≤ b1/100
(
L supz∈M ‖D f (z)‖+‖X ‖
)
, which implies
zck ≥ψsuθ(sn )(z
s
k + zuk )−
b1
2n
.
The segment
expθ(sn )
({
zsk + zuk + vc :ψsuθ(sn )(z
s
k + zuk )≤ vc ≤ zck
})
is a center segment tangent to 10−3-cone field of E c everywhere with length at least b1/2n. Thus if we
denote zk =Φ◦h1/n(tk ), we must have tk ≥ sn +∆n > 00, which proves the claim.
Finally, Claim 4.26 and the equation 4.3 imply that, in σ1/n(R0), we have
F k1/n ◦h1/n(00)≥ F k1/n ◦h1/n(t0)≥ h1/n(tk )> h1/n(00).
Since F k0 (00) = sn < 00 and the invariant section στ vary continuously with respect to τ, there exists
0< τn < 1/n such that
F kτn ◦hτn (00)= hτn (00) ∈Ri .
Thus the point pn =Φ◦hτn (00) is a periodic point of Xτn ◦ f satisfying d(x, pn)< (L+1)/n. This proves
the theorem when E c is orientable.
Case 2. E c is non-orientable.
In this case, we consider the double covering M˜ of M such that the lifting bundle E˜ c of E c is ori-
entable. Then we make the local perturbation of the lifting diffeomorphism as Case 1. The only differ-
ence is the perturbation on M˜ should be symmetric that can be projected on M .
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Let pi : M˜ →M be the covering map of the double covering M˜ . For the point x ∈Ω( f ) \ Per( f ) and
its neighborhood U , we denote pi−1(x)= {x+, x−} and pi−1(U )=U+∪U−, where x+ ∈U+ and x− ∈U−.
We fix an orientation of E c |U and an orientation of E˜ c , such that Dpi : E˜ c |U+ → E c |U preserves the
corresponding orientations. This implies Dpi : E˜ c |U− → E c |U reverses the corresponding orientations.
Moreover, let f˜ be a lifting diffeomorphism of f which preserves the orientation of E˜ c . The lifting
diffeomorphism f˜ : M˜ → M˜ is also partially hyperbolic:
T M˜ = E˜ s ⊕ E˜ c ⊕ E˜ c , and Dpi(E˜ i )= E i , ∀i = s,c,u.
We have the following claim.
Claim 4.28. The point x+ is a non-wandering point of f˜ . Moreover, for every y+ ∈U+, we have
B f˜ i (y+)(ε0)∩Bx−(3ε0)=;, ∀i > 0.
Proof. Since Bx (5ε0)⊂U , we only need to show that f˜ i (y+) ∉U− for every y+ ∈U+ and i > 0. If there
exists y+ ∈U+ and i > 0, such that f˜ i (y+) ∈U−, then y = pi(y+) ∈U and f i (y) ∈U which satisfy D f i
reverses the orientation of E c |U . This contradicts the assumption.
Let η1 and δ4 be the constants decided by Lemma 4.18 with respect to M˜ and f˜ . Shrinking δ4 if
necessary, we assume that δ4 ≤ ε0. Let X be a C∞ vector field defined on M , which satisfies:
1. The support of X is contained in Bx (3ε0): supp(X )⊂Bx (3ε0)⊂U ;
2. For every z ∈ supp(X ), X (z) is positively transverse to E sz⊕E uz with respect to the local orientation
of E c |U , and the decoposition X (z)= X s(z)+X c (z)+X u(z) ∈ E sz ⊕E cz ⊕E uz satisfies
‖X s(z)‖+‖X u(z)‖ ≤ η1‖X c (z)‖.
3. There exists b1 > 0, such that 2b1 ≤ ‖X c (z)‖ for every z ∈Bx (2ε0).
If we consider the lifting vector field X˜ ∈X∞(M˜), then it satisfies
1. The support of X˜ is contained in Bx+(3ε0)∪Bx−(3ε0).
2. For every z+ ∈U+ where X˜ (z+) 6= 0, X˜ (z+) is positively transverse to E˜ sz+ ⊕ E˜ uz+ , and satisfies
‖X˜ s(z+)‖+‖X˜ u(z+)‖ ≤ η1 · ‖X˜ c (z+)‖.
Moreover, ‖X c (z+)‖ ≥ 2b1 if z+ ∈Bx+(2ε0).
3. For every y+ ∈U+ and every i ≥ 0, the vector field
X˜ f˜ i (y+) =D exp−1f˜ i (y+)(X˜ )= X˜
s
f˜ i (y+)
+ X˜ c
f˜ i (y+)
+ X˜ u
f˜ i (y+)
∈ E˜ s
f˜ i (y+)
⊕ E˜ c
f˜ i (y+)
⊕ E˜ u
f˜ i (y+)
satisfies X˜ c
f˜ i (y+)
(v)≥ 0 for every v ∈ T f˜ i (y+)M˜(δ4).
Now we repeat the proof of the case that E c is orientable for f˜ and x+. The key fact is the third
item of the property X˜ . Every f˜ i (y+) = θ(0i ) never enter the region U−. This allows us to repeat the
argument of Case 1.
For every n large enough, there exists |τn | < 1/n, such that p+n is a periodic point of X˜τn ◦ f˜ with
d(x+, p+n )< (1+L)/n. Here L is the constant of Theorem 4.3 with respect to f˜ and X˜ .
This implies there exists pn =pi(p+n ) tends to x and Xτn ◦ f converges to f in C r -topology, such that
pn ∈ Per(Xτn ◦ f ). This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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5 Topological degrees for returning maps
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.2. It shows if there exist orbit returns that reverse the local orien-
tation of center bundle, then there exist periodic points automatically. The proof relies on the calcu-
lation of topological degrees for returning diffeomorphisms.
Recall that s = dimE s . For every δ> 0, we denote Ds(δ)= {v = (v1, · · · , vs) ∈Rs : ‖v‖ =∑si=1 v2i ≤ δ},
and Ds =Ds(1) the unit ball in Rs .
Lemma 5.1. Let a < b be two real numbers, and H : [a,b]×Ds −→R×Rs be a continuous map with
H(t , v)= (h1(t , v),h2(t , v)) ∈R×Rs , ∀(t , v) ∈ [a,b]×Ds ,
which satisfies
• ‖h2(t , v)‖ < 1, for every (t , v) ∈ [a,b]×Ds ;
• h1(a, v)> a, and h1(b, v)< b, for every v ∈Ds .
Then H has a fixed point in [a,b]×Ds .
Proof. By taking an affine conjugation, we only need to prove this lemma for a = −1 and b = 1. The
boundary ∂([−1,1]×Ds) is homeomorphic to the unit sphere Ss ⊂ Rs+1 by the homeomorphism Q :
∂([−1,1]×Ds)→Ss defined as
Q(t , v)= (t , v)√
|t |2+‖v‖2
, ∀(t , v) ∈ ∂([−1,1]×Ds).
Assume H has no fixed points in [−1,1]×Ds . We consider the continuous map P : [−1,1]×Ds →Ss
defined as
P (t , v)= (t , v)−H(t , v)‖(t , v)−H(t , v)‖ , ∀(t , v) ∈ [−1,1]×D
s .
Since (t , v) 6=H(t , v), P is well defined on [−1,1]×Ds . This implies the topological degree of the map
P |∂([−1,1]×Ds ) : ∂([−1,1]×Ds)→Ss
is zero.
For every µ ∈ [0,1] and (t , v) ∈ ∂([−1,1]×Ds), consider the map
L : [0,1]×∂([−1,1]×Ds)−→ ∂([−1,1]×Ds),
Lµ(t , v)= (t , v)−µ ·H(t , v)= (t −µ ·h1(t , v), v −µ ·h2(t , v)).
For every µ ∈ (0,1], it satisfies
• either (t , v) ∈ [−1,1]×∂Ds with ‖v‖ = 1, then
‖Lµ(t , v)‖ ≥ ‖v −µ ·h2(t , v)‖ ≥ ‖v‖−µ · ‖h2(t , v)‖ > 0;
• or (t , v) ∈ {−1}×Ds , then ‖Lµ(t , v)‖ ≥ |−1−µ ·h1(−1, v)| > |µ−1| ≥ 0;
• or (t , v) ∈ {1}×Ds , then ‖Lµ(t , v)‖ ≥ |1−µ ·h1(−1, v)| > |1−µ| ≥ 0.
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This implies Lµ(t , v) 6= 0 for every µ ∈ (0,1] and (t , v) ∈ ∂([−1,1]×Ds). When µ= 0, it satisfies Lµ(t , v)=
(t , v) 6= 0 for every (t , v) ∈ ∂([−1,1]×Ds).
So we can define a homotopy P : [0,1]×∂([−1,1]×Ds)→Ss as
Pµ(t , v)=
Lµ(t , v)
‖Lµ(t , v)‖
, ∀(µ, t , v) ∈ [0,1]×∂([−1,1]×Ds).
For µ= 0 and µ= 1, we have
P0 ≡Q, and P1 ≡ P |∂([−1,1]×Ds ).
Thus P |∂([−1,1]×Ds ) is homotopic to Q. This is a contradiction since the topological degree of Q is
one. Thus H must has a fixed point in [−1,1]×Ds .
Now we can prove Theorem 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. As we assumed, there exist yn → x and f kn (yn) → x with kn > 0, such that
D f kn (yn) reverses the local orientation of E c around x. If kn is bounded, then x is a periodic point
and we are done. Otherwise, we must have kn →+∞ as n →∞.
The idea for proving this theorem is the following. We first take a center curve center at yn . The
union of local stable manifolds of this curve is a center-stable submanifold. The iteration of this cs-
submanifold contracts the stable direction, reverses the center direction, and is close to the original
cs-submanifold. Projecting by the holonomy map of Fu , Lemma 5.1 shows we can find a periodic
unstable leaf. There exists a periodic point in this unstable leaf.
Figure 2: Return map
We fix a local orientation of E c around x. Let δ0 and C0 be constants in Notation 2.10. Then Lemma
2.3, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and Corollary 2.8 all hold for constants δ0 and C0. Let 0 < α < 1 be the constant in
Lemma 2.7 and Corollary 2.8 of Hölder continuity. Let 0<λ< 1 be the constant in (2.1).
For every n, we take a C 1 curve ρn : [−δ0,δ0]→M satisfying
• ρn(0)= yn ;
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• ρ′n(t ) is the unit positive vector in E c (ρn(t )) for every t ∈ [−δ0,δ0].
Lemma 2.5 shows that
F csρn (δ0)=
⋃
y∈ρn
F sy (δ0)
is an imbedded C 1-submanifold tangent to E s ⊕E c everywhere.
Let
Φn :F
cs
ρn
(δ0)−→ [−1,1]×Ds ,
be a homeomorphism satisfying the following properties:
1. For every y ∈F csρn (δ0), there exists a unique t ∈ [−1,1] such that y ∈F sρn (δ0·t )(δ0).
2. Item 1 of Lemma 2.3 showsF s
ρn (δ0·t )(δ0) is diffeomorphic to E
s
ρn (δ0·t )(δ0).
3. E s
ρn (δ0·t )(δ0) is diffeomorphic to D
s which satisfies
• this diffeomorphism maps E s
ρn (δ0·t )(δ) to D
s(δ/δ0) for every 0≤ δ≤ δ0;
• this diffeomorphism varies continuously with respect to ρn(δ0 · t ).
This homeomorphismΦn gives a chart onF csρn (δ0).
For n large enough,Fu
f kn (yn )
(δ0) intersectsF csρn (δ0) with a unique point zn . If we denote
Φn(zn)= (tn , vn) ∈ [−1,1]×Ds , and εn = d
(
yn , f
kn (yn)
)
,
then limn→∞ εn = 0. From Lemma 2.6, we have
dFu
(
zn , f
kn (yn)
)
<C0 ·εn , |tn | < C0 ·εn
δ0
, and ‖vn‖ < C0 ·εn
δ0
.
Here C0 is the constant in Lemma 2.6 and Notation 2.10. This implies
lim
n→∞ |tn | = limn→∞‖vn‖ = 0.
We want to define a continuous map Hn : [an ,bn]×Ds → [−1,1]×Ds for some real numbers −1≤
an < bn ≤ 1 and for every n large enough.
From the continuity, for every t ∈ [−1,1] which is sufficiently close to 0, we can define
Hn(t ,0) ∈ [−1,1]×Ds =Φn
(
F csρn (δ0)
)
be the unique point satisfying
Hn(t ,0)=Φn
(
Fu
f kn (ρn (t ))
(δ0)tF csρn (δ0)
)
.
It is clear that Hn(0,0)=Φn(zn)= (tn , vn).
Since ρn([−δ0,δ0]) is a segment tangent to E c everywhere, f kn ◦ρn([−δ0,δ0]) is also tangent to E c
everywhere. This implies the set
F cu
f kn ◦ρn (δ0)=
⋃
y∈ f kn ◦ρn ([−δ0,δ0])
Fuy (δ0)
is locally tangent E c ⊕E u everywhere. In particular, the connected component of
F cu
f kn ◦ρn (δ0)∩F
cs
ρn
(δ0)
that containing zn is tangent to E c everywhere inF sρn (δ0).
For Hn(0,0) =Φn(zn) = (tn , vn), we assume that tn ≥ 0. The proof of the case tn < 0 is exactly the
same.
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Claim 5.2. There exist two constants 0< η+n < 1 and −1< η−n < 0 such that
• The point w+n =Φ−1n (η+n ,0) ∈F csρn (δ0) satisfies
min
{
dF csρn (δ0)(z
′, z ′′) : z ′ ∈F syn (δ0), z ′′ ∈F sw+n (δ0)
}
= 2C0 · (2λknδ0)α;
• The point w−n =Φ−1n (η−n ,0) ∈F csρn (δ0) satisfies
min
{
dF csρn (δ0)(z
′, z ′′) : z ′ ∈F syn (δ0), z ′′ ∈F sw−n (δ0)
}
= 2C0 · (2λknδ0)α;
Moreover, we have |η+n |, |η−n |→ 0 as n →+∞.
Proof. The holonomy map of stable foliation inF csρn (δ0) is uniformly continuous. By the compactness,
the uniform continuity is independent of the center segment ρn . Thus 2C0 · (2λknδ0)α → 0 implies
ηn → 0 as n →+∞.
For n large enough, zn is close to yn and |η+n |, |η−n | are small. Since E c is transverse to E s inF csρn (δ0),
we have
• for η−n < 0 ≤ tn , every C 1-curve started from zn and tangent to the negative direction of E c in
F csρn (δ0) intersectsF
s
Φ−1(η−n ,0)
(δ0) with exactly one point;
• if 0≤ tn < η+n , then every C 1-curve started from zn and tangent to the positive direction of E c in
F csρn (δ0) intersectsF
s
Φ−1(η+n ,0)
(δ0) with exactly one point.
Since D f kn (yn) reverses the local orientation of E c around x, we have the following fact about
Hn(t ,0) for t ≥ 0.
Claim 5.3. Denote Hn(t , v)=
(
H 1n(t , v), H
2
n(t , v)
) ∈ [−1,1]×Ds . The map Hn satisfies
• either there exists bn ∈ (0,1), such that H 1n(bn ,0)= η−n and
η−n <H 1n(t ,0)< tn , ∀0< t < bn ;
• or for every 0< t ≤ 1, it satisfies η−n <H 1n(t ,0)< tn , and we fix bn = 1.
In both cases, the length of the segmentΦ−1n ◦Hn([0,bn]× {0}) inF csρn (δ0) satisfies∣∣Φ−1n ◦Hn([0,bn]× {0})∣∣≤C0δα0 (tn +|η−n |)α .
Proof of the claim. The curveΦ−1n ◦Hn([0,bn]× {0}) is tangent to E c everywhere inF csρn (δ0). Moreover,
two endopints of this curve are contained inF s
Φ−1n (tn ,0)
andF s
Φ−1n (H 1n (bn ,0),0)
respectively.
Since η−n ≤ H 1n(bn ,0) < tn , the curve Φ−1n ([H 1n(bn ,0), tn]× {0}) is tangent to E c everywhere with
length no bigger than δ0 ·
(
tn +|η−n |
)
. Corollary 2.8 shows that∣∣Φ−1n ◦Hn([0,bn]× {0})∣∣≤C0 · ∣∣Φ−1n ([−ηn , tn]× {0})∣∣α =C0δα0 (tn +|η−n |)α .
Claim 5.4. If tn ≥ η+n , then we set an = 0. Otherwise, if 0< tn < η+n , then the map Hn satisfies
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• either there exists an ∈ (−1,0), such that H 1n(an ,0)= η+n and
tn <H 1n(t ,0)< η+n , ∀an < t < 0;
• or for every −1≤ t < 0, it satisfies tn <H 1n(t ,0)< η+n , and we fix an =−1.
In all these cases, the length of the segmentΦ−1n ◦Hn([an ,0]×{0}) (it may degenerate to a single point) in
F csρn (δ0) satisfies ∣∣Φ−1n ◦Hn([an ,0]× {0})∣∣≤C0δα0 |η+n |α.
Proof of the claim. If tn ≥ η+n , then an = 0 andΦ−1n ◦Hn([an ,0]× {0}) is a point with length 0.
Otherwise, the curve Φ−1n ◦Hn([an ,0]× {0}) is tangent to E c everywhere inF csρn (δ0). Moreover, two
endpoints of this curve are contained inF s
Φ−1n (tn ,0)
andF s
Φ−1n (H 1n (an ,0),0)
respectively.
Since 0≤ tn < H 1n(an ,0)≤ ηn , the curve Φ−1n ([tn , H 1n(an ,0)]× {0}) is tangent to E c everywhere with
length no bigger than δ0 ·η+n . Corollary 2.8 shows that∣∣Φ−1n ◦Hn([an ,0]× {0})∣∣≤C0 · ∣∣Φ−1n ([tn ,ηn]× {0})∣∣α ≤C0δα0 |η+n |α.
The following claim is the key property of Hn .
Claim 5.5. For n large enough, the continuous map
Hn(t , v)=Φn
(
Fu
f kn ◦Φ−1n (t ,v)(δ0)tF
cs
ρn
(δ0)
)
is well-defined on [an ,bn]×Ds . Moreover, if we denote
Hn(t , v)=
(
H 1n(t , v), H
2
n(t , v)
) ∈ [−1,1]×Ds , ∀(t , v) ∈ [an ,bn]×Ds ,
then it satisfies the following properties:
1. For every (t , v) ∈ [an ,bn]×Ds , we have
∥∥H 2n(t , v)∥∥< 1.
2. For every v ∈Ds , we have H 1n(an , v)> an , and H 1n(bn , v)< bn .
Proof of the claim. The strong stable foliation is uniformly contracting by f . Lemma 2.3 shows that
f kn
(
F sz (δ0)
)⊂F s
f kn (z)
(λknδ0), ∀z ∈M .
For every t ∈ [an ,bn], from Claim 5.3, Claim 5.4 and applying Lemma 2.7, we have
d
(
f kn (yn), f
kn ◦ρn(t )
)
≤
∣∣∣ f kn ◦ρn([an ,bn])∣∣∣≤C0 · ∣∣Φ−1n ◦Hn([an ,bn]× {0})∣∣α
≤C0 ·
(
C0δ
α
0 (tn +|η−n |)α+C0δα0 |η+n |α
)α .
Let χn =C0 ·
(
C0δα0 (tn +|η−n |)α+C0δα0 |η+n |α
)α, then χn → 0 as n →+∞.
So for every point z ∈Φ−1n ([an ,bn]×Ds)⊂F csρn (δ), if we denote tz ∈ [an ,bn] for which z ∈F sρn (tz )(δ0),
then we have
d
(
f kn (z), yn
)
≤ d
(
f kn (z), f kn (yn)
)
+d
(
f kn (yn), yn
)
≤ d
(
f kn (z), f kn ◦ρn(tz )
)
+d
(
f kn ◦ρn(tz ), f kn (yn)
)
+εn
≤ 2λknδ0+χn +εn −→ 0 as n −→+∞. (5.1)
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This implies for n large enough, for every point z ∈Φ−1n ([an ,bn]×Ds), the local unstable manifold
Fu
f kn (z)
(δ0) intersects withF csρn (δ0) with exactly one point. Thus the map
Hn(t , v)=Φn
(
Fu
f kn ◦Φ−1n (t ,v)(δ)tF
cs
ρn
(δ)
)
: [an ,bn]×Ds −→ [−1,1]×Ds
is well defined and continuous.
When n large enough, for every (t , v) ∈ [an ,bn]×Ds , f kn
(
Φ−1n (t , v)
)
is very close to yn =Φ−1n (0,0).
This implies Hn(t , v) is very close to (0,0). Thus we have∥∥H 2n(t , v)∥∥< 1.
This proves the first item.
For proving the second item, recall that an ≤ 0< bn , and η+n ,η−n are defined as Claim 5.2.
If bn = 1, then Hn(bn , v) is very close to (0,0) for n large enough, thus H 1n(bn , v)< 1 for every v ∈Ds .
If 0< bn < 1, we have H 1n(bn ,0)= η−n . This is equivalent to
Φ−1n ◦Hn(bn ,0) ∈F sw−n (δ0).
We want to show that H 1n(bn , v)< 0 for every v ∈Ds , thus Hn(bn , v)< bn .
For every v ∈Ds , item 4 of Lemma 2.3 shows
dF s
(
f kn ◦Φ−1n (bn ,0), f kn ◦Φ−1n (bn , v)
)
≤ 2λknδ0.
From Lemma 2.7 of the Hölder continuity of local unstable foliation, this implies
dF csρn (δ0)
(
Φ−1n ◦Hn(bn ,0),Φ−1n ◦Hn(bn , v)
)≤C0 · (2λknδ0)α , ∀v ∈Ds .
If there exists v ′ ∈Ds , such that H 1n(bn , v ′)= 0. This is equivalent to
Φ−1n ◦Hn(bn , v ′) ∈F syn (δ0).
So we have Φ−1n ◦Hn(bn , v ′) and Φ−1n ◦Hn(bn ,0) are contained in F syn (δ0) and F sw−n (δ0) respectively.
And their distance inF csρn (δ0) is no bigger than C0 · (2λknδ0)α. This contradicts to the definition of η−n .
Thus we have
H 1n(bn , v)< 0< bn .
This proves that H 1n(bn , v)< bn for every v ∈Ds .
Symmetrically, if an =−1, then the same argument of item 1 works. Otherwise, we have
• either tn ≥ η+n and an = 0;
• or tn < η+n and −1< an < 0.
For both cases, if there exists v ′ ∈Ds , such that H 1n(an , v ′)= 0, thenΦ−1n ◦Hn(an ,0) andΦ−1n ◦Hn(an , v ′)
are contained in F syn (δ0) and F
s
w+n
(δ0) respectively. This contradicts to the definition of η+n and w+n .
Thus
H 1n(an , v)> 0≥ an , ∀v ∈Ds .
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From Claim 5.5, the continuous map Hn : [an ,bn]×Ds → [−1,1]×Ds satisfies properties required
in Lemma 5.1. So it has a fixed point (cn ,un) ∈ [an ,bn]×Ds .
Let rn =Φ−1n (cn ,un) ∈F sρn ([an ,bn ])(δ0). The estimation (5.1) in the proof of Claim 5.5 shows that
d
(
yn , f
kn (rn)
)
≤ 2λknδ0+χn +εn → 0, as n →+∞.
Since rn is the unique point belongs toFuf kn (rn )
(δ)tF csρn (δ), we have
lim
n→+∞d(rn , yn)= 0, and limn→+∞d(rn , f
kn (rn))= 0.
The fact that f kn (rn) ∈ Furn (δ0) implies there exists a periodic point pn ∈ Furn (δ) with period kn .
Moreover, the fact that limn→+∞d(rn , f kn (rn))= 0 implies limn→+∞d(rn , pn)= 0. So we have
lim
n→+∞d(x, pn)≤ limn→+∞d(x, yn)+ limn→+∞d(yn ,rn)+ limn→+∞d(rn , pn)= 0.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
6 Divergence-free vector fields
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.4, i.e. if f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional oriented center bundle
E c and is topologically mixing, then there exists a divergence-free vector field X ∈X∞(M) which is
positively transverse to E s ⊕E u .
Since f 2 is also topologically mixing, and the partially hyperbolic splitting of f 2 coincides with the
splitting of f , we only need to prove Theorem 2.4 for f 2. So we assume D f preserves the orientation
of E c .
Definition 6.1. Let γ : [a,b](or S1)→ M be a C 1-curve. We say γ is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u if
γ′(t ) ∈ Tγ(t )M is positively transversely to E s ⊕E u at γ(t ) for every t ∈ [a,b](or S1).
Remark 6.2. If γ : [a,b](orS1)→M is a C 1-curve positively transverse to E s⊕E u , and θ : [a,b](orS1)→
M is C 1-close to γ. Then θ is also positively transverse to E s ⊕E u .
Lemma 6.3. Let f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional oriented center bundle E c , and D f preserves the
orientation of E c . If γ : [a,b](orS1)→M is a C 1-curve positively transverse to E s⊕E u , then for any fixed
k ∈Z,
f k ◦γ : [a,b](or S1)−→M
is a C 1-curve positively transverse to E s ⊕E u .
Proof. This lemma is the direct consequence of E s ⊕E c ⊕E u is a D f -invariant splitting, and D f pre-
serves the orientation of E c .
Proposition 6.4. Let f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional oriented center bundle E c , and D f preserves
the orientation of E c . If f is topologically mixing, then for every x ∈M, there exists a C∞ imbedded circle
γx :S1 →M, such that γx is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u and x ∈ γx (S1).
Proof. Since f is partially hyperbolic and topologically mixing, the set Ω( f ) \ Per( f ) is dense in M .
Proposition 3.1 shows that, for every x ∈ M , there exists a complete curve θ : R → M , such that
f k (θ(R)) = θ(R) with some k > 0, and θ(0) can be arbitrarily close to x. Moreover, θ′(t ) is the posi-
tive unit vector in E c
θ(t ) for every t ∈R.
Fix a small constant δ > 0, we require that θ(0) is close to x enough, such that for any point y ∈
B(θ(−1),δ), there exists a C 1 curve σ : [−1,1]→M satisfying
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• σ(−1)= y , σ(0)= x, and σ(1)= θ(1);
• σ′(−1) is the unit positive vector in E c
σ(−1) = E cy ;
• σ′(1)= θ′(1) is the unit positive vector in E c
σ(1) = E cθ(1);
• σ is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u .
Take z0 ∈ M be a limit point of θ, i.e. there exists tn → +∞, such that θ(tn) → z0. Now we fix
another small constant η > 0, such that for every n large enough, and every point z ∈ B(z0,η), there
exists a C 1 curve ρn : [0,1]→M satisfying
• ρn(0)= θ(tn −1), and ρn(1)= z;
• ρ′n(0) is the unit positive vector in E cθ(tn−1), and ρ
′
n(1) is the unit positive vector in E
c (z);
• ρn is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u .
Since f is topologically mixing, there exists N0 ∈N, such that for every m >N0, we have
f m(B(z0,η))∩B(θ(−1),δ) 6= ;.
Take some l ∈N, such that k · l >N0. Denote y ∈B(θ(−1),δ) and z ∈B(z0,η) such that
f k·l (z)= y.
Then we can take the corresponding curves σ and ρn for n large enough as above.
The fact that f k (θ(R))= θ(R) implies there exists a sequence of real numbers {sn}n , such that
θ(sn)= f k·l ◦θ(tn −1), ∀n ∈N.
Since tn →+∞ as n →∞, we also have sn →+∞ as n →∞.
So for some n0 large enough, we have sn0 > 1. The C 1-curve f k·l ◦ρn0 : [0,1]→M satisfies
• f k·l ◦ρn0 (0)= θ(sn0 ), and f k·l ◦ρn0 (1)= y ;
• [ f k·l ◦ρn0 ]′(0) is a positive vector in E cθ(sn0 ), and [ f
k·l ◦ρn0 ]′(1) is a positive vector in E cy ;
• f k·l ◦ρn0 is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u by Lemma 6.3.
Reparameterizing f k·l ◦ρn0 , we can have a C 1-curve % : [0,1]→M satisfies
• %(0)= θ(sn0 ), and %(1)= y ;
• %′(0) is the unit positive vector in E c
θ(sn0 )
, and %′(1) is the unit positive vector in E cy ;
• % is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u .
Now we define the curve γ : [−1, sn0 +1]→M as following:
γ(t )=

σ(t ), t ∈ [−1,1];
θ(t ), t ∈ [1, sn0 ];
%(t − sn0 ), t ∈ [sn0 , sn0 +1].
We can see that γ(0)=σ(0)= x. Since
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Figure 3: Positively Transverse Cycle
• σ(1)= θ(1), and σ′(1)= θ′(1) is the unit positive vector in E c
θ(1);
• θ(sn0 )= %(0), and θ′(sn0 )= %′(0) is the unit positive vector in E cθ(sn0 ),
γ is a C 1 curve on M . Moreover, since
• σ(−1)= %(1)= y , and σ′(−1)= %′(1) is the unit positive vector in E cy ,
γ is the image of a C 1-map from S1 to M by identifying −1 and sn0 + 1. In particular, γ is positively
transverse to E s ⊕E u .
Notice that γmay has self-intersections. However, since d = dimM ≥ 3, by small C 1-perturbations
while keeping x in the curve, we can get a C∞ imbedded circle γx :S1 →M , such that γx is positively
transverse to E s ⊕E u and x ∈ γx (S1).
Lemma 6.5. Let f ∈ PHr (M) with one-dimensional oriented center bundle E c , and D f preserves the
orientation of E c . If f is topologically mixing, then for every x ∈M, there exsits a divergence-free vector
field Yx ∈ X∞(M), such that Yx (x) 6= 0, and Yx (y) is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u for every y ∈ M
where Yx (y) 6= 0.
Proof. From Proposition 6.4, there exists a C∞ imbedded circle γx :S1 →M , such that γx is positively
transverse to E s ⊕E u and x ∈ γx (S1). Since the isotopy class of diffeomorphisms on Dd−1 has two ele-
ments, one is the identity one, the other is the orientation reversing one. Considering a small tubular
neighborhood of γx , there are two possibilities:
Case I: The tubular neighborhood of γx is diffeomorphic to Dd−1×S1, where Dd−1 is the unit ball in
Rd−1.
In this case, let
Γx :D
d−1×S1 =
{
(a1, · · · , ad−1,b) ∈Rd−1×S1 :
d−1∑
i=1
a2i ≤ 1
}
−→M ,
be a C∞ imbedding of Dd−1×S1 into M , such that Γx |(0,··· ,0)×S1 = γx , and Γx (0, · · · ,0,0)= x.
Since γx is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u , we can assume that for every (a1, · · · , ad−1) ∈ Rd−1,
Γx
(
(a1, · · · , ad−1,b)×S1
)
is positively transverse to E s ⊕E u by shrinking the tubular neighborhood if
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necessary. This is equivalent to that DΓx
(
∂
∂b |(a1,··· ,ad−1,b)
)
is positively transverse to E s
Γx (a1,··· ,ad−1,b) ⊕
E u
Γx (a1,··· ,ad−1,b) for every (a1, · · · , ad−1,b) ∈D
d−1×S1.
Since Γx is a C∞ imbedding, there exists a C∞ positive function
V (a1, · · · , ad−1,b) : Dd−1×S1 −→R+,
such that the Lebesgue measure m of M on Γx (Dd−1×S1) satisfies
Γ∗x (m)(a1, · · · , ad−1,b)=V (a1, · · · , ad−1,b) ·da1da2 · · ·dad−1db.
We define a C∞-bump function ϕ : [0,1]→R, such that
ϕ(t )

= 1, t ∈ [0,1/3],
∈ (0,1), t ∈ (1/3,2/3),
= 0, t ∈ [2/3,1].
Let Z be a C∞ vector field on Dd−1×S1 defined as
Z (a1, · · · , ad−1,b)=V (a1, · · · , ad−1,b) ·ϕ
(
d−1∑
i=1
a2i
)
· ∂
∂b
.
From the definition, we have Z (a1, · · · , ad−1,b)≡ 0 if 2/3≤
∑d−1
i=1 a
2
i ≤ 1.
LetΦt be the flow generated by Z on Dd−1×S1. For any (a1, · · · , ad−1,b) ∈Dd−1×S1, denote
(a1(t ), · · · , ad−1(t ),b(t ))=Φt (a1, · · · , ad−1,b).
Since the vector field Z is a smooth function times ∂∂b , we have ai (t )≡ ai for i = 1, · · · ,d −1.
In the coordinate
{
∂
∂a1
, · · · , ∂∂ad−1 ,
∂
∂b
}
, we have
DΦt =
(
Idd−1 0
∗ V (a1(t ),··· ,ad−1(t ),b(t ))V (a1,··· ,ad−1,b)
)
.
This implies
det(DΦt (a1, · · · , ad−1,b)) ·V (a1, · · · , ad−1,b)=V (a1(t ), · · · , ad−1(t ),b(t )).
That is Z preserves the volume
Γ∗x (m)(a1, · · · , ad−1,b)=V (a1, · · · , ad−1,b) ·da1da2 · · ·dad−1db.
We define the vector field on M as
Yx (y)=
{
DΓ−1x (Z ), if y ∈ Γx
(
Dd−1×S1);
0, if y ∉ Γx
(
Dd−1×S1).
So Yx is a C∞ divergence-free vector field on M . Moreover, for every point y where Yx (y) 6= 0, Yx (y) is
equal to DΓ−1x (Z ), which is a positive number times DΓ−1x
(
∂
∂b
)
. This implies Yx (y) is positively trans-
verse to E s(y)⊕E u(y). This proves the first case.
Case II: The tubular neighborhood of γx is diffeomorphic to the twisted Dd−1-bundle over S1, i.e.
Dd−1nS1 = Dd−1× [0,1]/∼
=
{
(a1, · · · , ad−1,b) ∈Rd−1× [0,1] :
d−1∑
i=1
a2i ≤ 1, (a1, a2, · · · , ad−1,b)∼ (−a1, a2, · · · , ad−1,b)
}
.
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In this case, we can define the vector field exactly the same asDd−1×S1. The only difference is the
Lebesgue measure m on this tubular neighborhood is a d-form without signature.
Let Γx :Dd−1nS1 →M be a C∞ imbedding, such that
Γx |{(0,··· ,0,b):b∈S1} = γx , and Γx (0, · · · ,0,0)= x.
Moreover, we can assume DΓx
(
∂
∂b |(a1,··· ,ad−1,b)
)
is positively transverse to E s
Γx (a1,··· ,ad−1,b)⊕E
u
Γx (a1,··· ,ad−1,b)
for every (a1, · · · , ad−1,b) ∈Dd−1nS1.
There exists a C∞ positive function
V (a1, · · · , ad−1,b) : Dd−1nS1 −→R+,
such that the Lebesgue measure m of M on Γx (Dd−1nS1) satisfies
Γ∗x (m)(a1, · · · , ad−1,b)=V (a1, · · · , ad−1,b) · |da1da2 · · ·dad−1db|.
Let Z be a C∞ vector field defined as
Z (a1 · · · , ad−1,b)=V (a1 · · · , ad−1,b) ·ϕ
(
d−1∑
i=1
a2i
)
· ∂
∂b
,
where ϕ is the bump function defined above. In particular, we have
ϕ(a1, a2 · · · , ad−1,b)=ϕ(−a1, a2 · · · , ad−1,b).
So Z is a well-defined C∞ vector field on Dd−1nS1. Since the Z -orbit of every point is either a cir-
cle or the point itself, the same argument shows that the flow generated by Z preserves the volume
V (a1, · · · , ad−1,b)|da1da2 · · ·dad−1db| on Dd−1nS1.
Define the vector field on M as
Yx (y)=
{
DΓ−1x (Z ), if y ∈ Γx
(
Dd−1nS1
)
;
0, if y ∉ Γx
(
Dd−1nS1
)
.
We can see that Yx is a C∞ vector field which preserves the Lebesgue measure of M , and is positively
transverse to E s ⊕E u at every point where it is non-vanishing. This finishes our proof.
Now we can prove Theorem 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Since the partially hyperbolic splittings of f and f 2 are the same, we can as-
sume D f preserves the orientation of E c . From Lemma 6.5, for every x ∈M , there exists a divergence-
free vector field Yx ∈X∞(M), such that Yx is positively transverse to E s⊕E u where it is non-vanishing.
Let
Ux = {y ∈M : Yx (y) 6= 0}.
Then Ux is an open set, and x ∈Ux .
Take a finite cover M ⊆Ux1 ∪·· ·∪Uxk , and consider the vector field
X = Yx1 +·· ·+Yxk ∈X∞(M).
Recall that for the Lebesgue measure m which is locally a d-form on M . The vector field X preserves
it if and only if LX m = 0 everywhere. And we have
LX m = iX ◦dm+d◦ iX m = d◦ iX m = d◦ iYx1+···+Yxk m
=
k∑
j=1
d◦ iYx j m =
k∑
j=1
LYx j m = 0.
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So X is a nowhere vanishing divergence-free vector field on M .
Moreover, for every x ∈M , there exists some j ∈ {1, · · · ,k}, such that Yx j (x) is positively transverse
to E s ⊕E u at x. And for any j 6= l ∈ {1, · · · ,k}, Yx j (x) is either zero, or positively transverse to E sx ⊕E ux .
Since E c is one dimensional, we have
∑k
j=1 Yx j (x) is positively transverse to E
s ⊕E u at x. Thus X is
positively transverse to E s ⊕E u on M .
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